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This paper concerns a generalization of finite automata, the "tree acceptors," 
which have as their inputs finite trees of symbols rather than the usual sequences of 
symbols. Ordinary finite automata prove to be special cases of tree acceptors, and 
many of the results of finite automata theory continue to hold in their appropriately 
generalized forms. The tree acceptors provide new characterizations of the classes 
of regular sets and of context-free languages. The theory of tree acceptors i applied 
to a decision problem of mathematical logic. It is shown here that the weak second- 
order theory of two successors i decidable, thus settling a problem of Buchi. This 
result is in turn applied to obtain positive solutions to the decision problems for 
various other theories, e.g., the weak second-order theories of order types built up 
from the finite types, to, and ~/(the type of the rationals) by finitely many applications 
of the operations of order type addition, multiplication, and converse; and the weak 
second-order theory of locally free algebras with only unary operations. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns a generalization of a part of finite automata theory. We shall 
define a generalized finite automaton, called a "tree acceptor," which has as its inputs 
finite trees of symbols instead of the usual sequences of symbols. Ordinary finite 
automata prove to be special cases of tree acceptors. It turns out that many of the results 
of finite automata theory remain valid in their appropriately generalized forms. 
Section 1 includes the definitions of trees and tree acceptors, and the development 
of some of their basic properties. The properties of the sets of trees accepted by tree 
acceptors are investigated and an alternative characterization f those sets is obtained. 
An application of the results in Section 1 to the theory of context-free languages is 
given in Section 2. In Section 3, we give a positive solution to a problem of Buchi [1]: 
Is the weak second-order theory of two successors decidable ? Applications of this 
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result o decision problems of weak second-order logic appear in Section 4; for example, 
we show that the class of order'types with decidable weak second-order theories 
contains to, every finite type, and the type of rationals, and is closed under the order type 
operations of addition, multiplication, and converse. Finally in Section 5, a result of 
Buchi [2] and the generalized products of Feferman and Vaught are utilized to extend 
the decidability result of Section 3 to a more general case: The weak second-order 
theory of locally free algebras with only unary operations. 
Many of the results in Sections 1 and 3 of this paper were also obtained by Thatcher 
and Wright [28], who use a different, but essentially equivalent, formulation of 
generalized automata. In fact, Thatcher and Wright were very close to obtaining the 
decision result in Section 3 when they were notified by Addison (personal communi- 
cation) of the present author's uccess. The characterization f context-free languages 
given in Section 2 is basically that given by Mezei and Wright [19] in a different 
formulation. 
Preliminaries 
We shall employ standard set-theoretical notions: n,  u ,  6, etc. A ,~ B denotes 
the difference of the sets A, B, i.e., A ~ B = {x : x ~ A and x r B}. Each ordinal 
number is defined as the set of all smaller ordinals; 0, the first ordinal, is equal to 
the empty set ~. Thus, the < relation among ordinals coincides with the membership 
relation E. Finite ordinals 0, 1, 2,..., are called natural numbers and the set of all of 
them is the first infinite ordinal to. Cardinals are initial ordinals, i.e., ordinals not set- 
theoretically equivalent to smaller ordinals. The cardinality of a set A is denoted by X. 
If a function f is defined for each element of a class K and A_CK, then 
f (A )  --- { f (x)  : x ~ A}. The domain of a function f is denoted by dom(f).  Assertions 
of the form "C is the class defined by the conditions..." or "C is the least class such 
that..." are to be interpreted to mean that C is the intersection of all classes atisfying 
the stated conditions. 
Our notation for automata, words, languages, etc., is, for the most part, adapted 
from Refs. [21] and [14]. An alphabet Z is a nonempty finite set of symbols (or letters). 
Unless otherwise stated, the letters Z, A, H, Z', d',.., will denote alphabets. A word 
over Z, or simply a word when Z' is understood, is a finite sequence of elements of Z. 
A word with only one letter a is identified with ~ itself; E denotes the empty word, 
and concatenation f words is indicated by juxtaposition. (To facilitate the use of 
these conventions, we implicitly rule out various "pathological" cases; e.g., we do not 
admit c as a possible lement of an alphabet.) Usually, the small greek letters ~, ~,/~, v 
are used for single elements of an alphabet, and small Roman letters u, v, w, x, y, z 
for words over an alphabet. The length of a word w is denoted by [ w [. If A, B are sets 
of words, then A 'B  = {xy :xEA and y~B}.  ` 40 = {c}, and for each finite n, 
A n+l ---- A" 9 .4; the union U,<~ .4" is denoted by A*. In particular, if A is an 
alphabet, then A* is the set of all words over .4. 
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A set of words A is regular if for some alphabet 22, A is a member of the last class C 
such that: (i) every finite subset of 22* belongs to C; (ii) C is a Boolean algebra of sets 
(i.e., if X ,Y~C then XnY ,  XuY ,  X~Y are also members of C); (iii) if 
X, Y ~ C, then X -  Y ~ C; and (iv) if X ~ C, then X* ~ C. 
I f  2: is an alphabet, then a 22 automaton is a fourtuple ~.I ---- (S, t, So, D) where 
S is a nonempty finite set (of states), t is a mapping of S • 22 into S (the transition 
function), s o ~ S (the initial state), and D _C S (the designated states). We associate 
with ~ the function i, defined recursively: i(E) ---- So, and for any w E 2:* and a E 22, 
i(wo) = t(i(w), a). ~ accepts a word w ~ X* if i(w) E D; T(9.I) denotes the set of words 
accepted by ~.  We note the well-known result of Kleene: 
A set of words A is regular if and only if A ---- T(~) for some automaton ~.  
Throughout his paper we accept as given a fixed infinite list of distinct letters 
a0, at ,... 9 The alphabets {a 0 ,..., a~}, p < oJ, will play a special role. The symbols 
a0, at ,  a2 will also be denoted by a, b, c, respectively. 
1. T~ ACCFa'TOP.S AND RECOGNIZABLE SETS 
DEFINITION 1.1. A ~'-tree, or a tree over 2~, of order p, p > 0, is a function 
~- : A --~ 22 where A is a finite subset of{a 0 ..... a~_l)* closed under the initial segment 
relation (i.e., if uv ~ A, then u ~ A). 
The small Greek letters ~', ~r, p, C,..., will be used for trees. We adopt the following 
special notation for trees: The value of a tree ~- at a word w ~ dom(~-) may be denoted 
by Tw as well as T(W). 
Figure 1 presents graphic representations of two trees over the alphabet {~, ~:, #, v}. 
In each of the diagrams the value of the tree at ~ appears at the apex; below and to the 
left of the apex is the value at a, below and to the right of this, the value at b, etc. 
Thus Fig. t(a) is a diagram of the tree ~- where T~ = (r, T~ = ~, T~ = tZ, %b = ~, 
~'b = V, ~'bb = /Z, and z is undefined elsewhere. The trees in Figs. l(a) and (b) are of 
orders two and three respectively. 
= ,'r = ~ab ~ = "rbb v ~ g 
Fxo. 1. 
(b )  
Two trees over the alphabet {o, s r g, v}. 
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The class of all Z-trees of a given order p will be denoted by X#; when we use this 
notation, the number p will always be either determined by the context or understood 
to be arbitrary. In most of this section we shall restrict our consideration to trees of 
order two, i.e., trees which are functions with domains which are finite subsets of 
{a, b)*. This is done merely for notational convenience; usually the reader will easily 
be able to supply the rather obvious modifications to our definitions, theorems, and 
proofs which are required for the transition from order two to any finite order p. 
Following Theorem 1.16, we shall make some further remarks concerning the 
relationships between sets of trees of various orders. 
The empty tree, i.e., the function with domain ~,  is denoted by A. A convention 
of considerable convenience which we shall adopt is the following: For any tree ~- and 
word w, we write rw ~ E if and only if w ~ dom(r). Thus, A could be defined as the 
unique tree satisfying the equation r, = E. I f  cr ~ X, we identify the X-tree z such that 
~,, = a and r~ = ~ for all w :~ E with the symbol o itself (of course, a is also identified 
with the one letter word or; nevertheless, no confusion will result from these 
conventions). 
A terminal of a tree T is a word w ~ dom(~-) such that no extension of w is also in 
dom(z). The set of all terminals of T is called the frontier of r, denoted by fr(z). The 
"subtree of ~" beginning at w" is ~" [ w. Formally, if ~" is a X-tree and w ~{a, b}*, 
then r I w is the Z-tree ~r such that ~r u = ~'wu for each u ~ {a, b}*. If  r, r '  are X-trees, 
then ~[w/r] is the result of replacing the subtree of ~" beginning at w with the 
tree ~", i.e., r[w/~-'] is the function ~r such that 
~rwv = r~' for all v ~ {a, b}* 
and 
~r~ = % for all u ~ {a, b}* ~-~ ({w}" {a, b}*). 
Notice that r[w/~"] is a X-tree only in case w ~ {ua, ub : u~ dom(~-)} u {~}. For a E X 
and ~-, r '  6 Z ~, we put ~[~-, ~-'] = (~[a/~]) [b/r']. Thus o[r, C] is the unique tree rr such 
that w~ = ~, 7r [ a = ~-, and w [ b = ~". Every tree except A can be expressed in the 
form ~[r r'] for some ~, ~-, z'. 
The notation o[T, T'] facilitates a form of proof which we call "tree induction"; 
namely, if for a given proposition P(z), where ~ ranges over X-trees, we can prove 
(i) P(A); 
(ii) if P0") and P(T'), then P(a[~-, ~']) for every a ~ 2~, 
then we infer P(z) for every r ~ 2~#. Corresponding to the principle of tree induction 
is a form of definition, "tree recursion." 
The depth of a tree r is I{ r {I = 1 + n, where n is the length of the longest word in 
the domain of r. An alternative definition of depth is by tree reeursion: 
{{A{{ =0,  
]l a[r, r'][{ -~ 1 + max([{ r I{, {{ r '  {{). 
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Proofs by tree induction are, of course, simply inductions on depth; a similar remark 
applies to definitions by tree recursion. 
The concept "Z-tree" may be regarded as generalizing the concept "Z-word." 
The practice of defining sequences as functions of a special kind is common in 
mathematics; when we construe aZ-word as a function with range Z and with domain 
a finite set consisting of all initial segments of some word in {a}*, the generalization 
to Z-trees becomes obvious. 
Other representations of trees than the one we have given in Definition 1.1 are more 
common in the literature. Salient among these is the definition of a tree as a 
partial ordering satisfying certain conditions. This definition does not lend itself 
to our purposes, since we wish to maintain the distinction between left and right 
branching. 
Another approach, quite equivalent to ours, but which we prefer not to adopt here, 
represents rees as terms in a formal anguage: The elements of Z are construed as two 
place function symbols (or p-place function symbols for trees of order p) and a new 
symbol, A, which serves as a constant, is introduced. The empty tree A is represented 
by the term A, and for any a ~ Z and z, ~' e Z ~, if ~b, r are the terms representing z, r', 
respectively, then a(~b, ~b') is the term representing a[r, r']. Thus, the tree in Fig. l(a) 
is represented by the term 
(1) 
(Notice that the notations we have adopted enable us, in effect, to sometimes make use 
of the "term representation f trees"; in line (1) we have only to replace the round 
parentheses (,) by brackets [, ] and the symbol h by A to obtain a correct expression 
for the tree of Fig. l(a).) 
The representation f trees as terms in a formal language has its advantages in
certain contexts. It is essentially the approach used by Thatcher and Wright in 
Ref. [28]--their "generalized finite automata" have terms as inputs, and using these, 
they obtain many results closely related or identical to those which appear in Sections 1 
and 3 of this paper. 
Most of the remainder of this section will be devoted to the development of a 
generalized notion of finite state acceptors, or finite automata, which admits trees 
rather than words as their inputs. It turns out that a large part of conventional finite 
automata theory continues to hold in the generalized context. Thus, our general 
approach and most of the theorems and proofs in this section (and in Section 3 as well) 
are rather natural adaptations of material found in the literature on finite automata. 
We are particularly indebted to Rabin and Scott [21], and to Elgot [10]. Occasionally 
when a proof is very similar to its corresponding version in one of these papers, 
we will merely sketch it or omit it entirely. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A Z-tree acceptor is a fourtuple ~1 = (S, t, So, D)  where 
(i) S is a nonempty finite set (of states); 
(ii) t is a mapping of S • S • Z into S (the transition function); 
(iii) s o ~ S (the initial state); 
(iv) D _C S (the set of designated states). 
Associated with 9.I is the function f : Z # --+ S defined by 
i(A) = So, 
f(~[~-, ~-']) = t(f(z), f(~-'), a), 
for all o ~ Z and -r, -r' ~ S ~'. 9.1 accepts a tree r 6 Z r f(T) 6 D. T(gi) denotes the set of 
Z-trees accepted by ~.  
DEFINITION 1.3. Let ~I = (S, t, s o , D) be a S-tree acceptor and let ~" E Z ~. The 
S tree ~r 9i-compatible with ~" (or simply compatible with r when 9i is understood) is
defined by 
(i) dom(~') = {,} U (dom(~-) "{a, b}), 
(ii) r w = f(~" I w) for each w ~ dom(~r). 
The tree ~r compatible with r might also be called the state tree of ~-. Notice that 
II ~r II = I § 11 ~" 11- This is analogous to the situation with finite automata, where a 
sequence of states compatible with an input word is always one term longer than the 
word. 
LEMMA 1.4. I f  9.[ = (S, t, So, D> is a Z-tree acceptor, ~ ~ Z #, and ~r is compatible 
with "r, then ~ ~ T(~) if and only if 7r, ~ D. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A set A C Z # is recognizable (over Z) if A = T(gi) for some 
Z-tree acceptor 9.I. 1 
LEMMA 1.6. l f  Zx , Z~ are alphabets and Z 1 C_ $2, then a set A C_ ZI~' is recognizable 
over Z 1 if and only if A is recognizable over Z~. 
THEOREM 1.7. The class of recognizable sets is a Boolean algebra; i.e., it is closed 
under finite unions, finite intersections, and differences. 
Proof. Let A, B be two recognizable sets; in view of 1.6 we may assume that they 
have a common underlying alphabet Z. Let 9.1 = (S, t, So, D> and ~3 = (S' ,  t', so' , D'> 
1 The term recognizable was introduced by Mezei and Wright in Ref. [19]. 
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be S-tree acceptors such that T(9~) = A and T(~B) = B. We shall construct acceptors 
I~, (E', ~" such that T(~) = A u B, T(~') = 21 n B, and T(ff") = A ~ B. Let 
Is = (S  x S', r, (So, So'), E>, 
where 
r(<sl , sz'>, <s~, s2'>, a) = <t(st, s2, o), t'(sl' , s2' , a)> 
for all s t , s  2eS ,s  t ' , s  2 '~S' ,  aeS ,  and E=S x D 'uD X S'. The acceptors 
67, (~" are obtained from (~ be replacing E by D x D' and D • (S' ~ D'), respectively. 
It is easy to verify (e.g., by tree induction) that (E, (s (~" possess the desired properties. 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 1.7 the construction of (s (E', (E" from the given 
acceptors 92, ~B is effective. 
The concept of "nondeterministic automata" has proved useful in finite automata 
theory; although nondeterministic automata are equivalent o ordinary automata 
with respect o sets of words accepted, they nevertheless are often considerably more 
convenient to use in the course of proofs. An entirely analogous ituation exists in the 
context of tree acceptors. 
D~rINmON 1.8. A nondeterministic S-tree acceptor is a fourtuple 9.I = (S, t , / ,  D> 
where 
(i) S is a nonempty finite set (of states); 
(ii) t is a mapping of S X S x S into the nonempty subsets of S (the transition 
function); 
(iii) I is a nonempty subset of S (the initial states); 
(iv) D _C S (the subset of designated states). 
When it is necessary to emphasize the distinction, we shall refer to the tree acceptors 
of Definition 1.2 as deterministic tree acceptors. 
DErrNITtON 1.9. Let 9~ : (S, t, 1, D> be a nondeterministic L-tree acceptor. 
The relation of compatibility between S trees and S trees is defined by the following 
two conditions: 
(i) If s ~L  then s is compatible with A; 
(ii) If~r, ~r' are compatible with ~, z' respectively, and if 0r ~ Sand s ~ t(#,, ~r,', cr), 
then s[#, ~"] is compatible with cr[T, ~']. 
9.I accepts a tree r ~ Z ~' if there exists an S tree rr compatible with r such that rr, ~ D. 
T(9.I) denotes the set of Z-trees accepted by 9.I. 
Just as with finite automata, it turns out that the class of sets accepted by non- 
deterministic tree acceptors is the same as the class of sets accepted by deterministic 
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tree acceptors, viz., the recognizable sets. Specifically, by means of an entirely straight- 
forward generalization of the well-known "subset construction" used in the proof of 
Theorem 1 1 of Ref. [21], we obtain 
TH~.Oaravt 1.10. I f  92 is a nondeterministic S-tree acceptor, then a deterministic 
S-tree acceptor 92' such that T(92) = T(92') can be effectively obtained. 
The following theorem and its corollary are also analogous to corresponding results 
of automata theory. Their proofs, however, although based upon ideas similar to those 
in the proofs of the corresponding results, do entail some additional technicalities. 
THEOREM 1.11. Let 92 = (S, t, So, D> be a X-tree acceptor. Then T(92) ~ ~ if 
and only if there exists a tree z 9 T(92) such that II 9 II < ~. 
Proof. We need only establish the "only if" part of the equivalence. For any 9 9 Z "~, 
let n(z) be the cardinality of the set of w 9 dom(z) with I w { >/$ .  We wish to show 
that if T(92) 4= ~, then n(1-) = 0 for some r 9 T(92). We shall give a procedure which, 
when applied to any given r 9 T(92) such that n(~') > 0, yields a tree r' 9 T(92) with 
n(r') < n(r). Applying this procedure finitely many times leads to a tree C 9 T(92) 
such that n(r") = O. 
Accordingly, let ~" 9 T(92) be such that n(r > 0, let w be a terminal of ~- such that 
I w I /> ~, and let rr be an S tree compatible with z. Now wa 9 dom(w) and I wa I > ~; 
hence, there exist words x, y, z such that y r E, wa = xyz, and ~r x = ~rxy. Let 
~' = ~[x /~ F ~] ,  
~' = ~[x/~ I ~y]- 
Then rr' is compatible with r', rr,' = ~r,, and hence r' 9 T(92). Because y :A c, we have 
w ~t dom(r'), and since dom(r') _C dom(T), it follows that n(r') < n(T). 
COROLLARY 1.12. I f  92 is any tree acceptor, then it is effectively decidable whether 
(i) 7"(92) = ~; 
(ii) T(92) is finite. 
Proof. Part (i) is immediate from Theorem 1.11, since the set {r:{[ r 1] < S} is 
finite and it is effectively decidable whether 9 T(92). We shall establish part (ii) by 
showing that T(92) is infinite if and only if the set 
A = {~- :Jl 9 II ~> ~ and z 9 T(92)} 
is not empty and that it is effectively decidable whether A = ~.  
Clearly, if T(92) is infinite, then A =/= ~. Now assume that A =/= ~. Let 92, r, rr, x, y 
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be as in the proof of Theorem 1.11, and note that r e A. We define trees r I'*J e 27., 
~r tn~ e S ~ for each finite n by recursion: 
T (0) = T, ~(0)  = "/T, 
~.o,+1, = r[xy/r~,,I F x] lr~'~+1' = zr[xy/iron' F x]. 
Then, for each n, ~r I~ is compatible with r c"~, ~r~"~ = zr,, and hence ~ 9 T(92) 
This shows that A :~ ~ implies T(9~) is infinite. 
Our demonstration that A :~ ~ is effectively decidable involves a modification of 
the construction in the proof of 1.1 1. Without sacrificing the essential properties of 
the procedure given there, we may add the requirement that x be of maximal ength in 
{x' : rr x, = rrx,y, for some y',  z' such that x'y'z '  = wa and y'  :~ e}. 
From this maximality condition on x it follows that l y l  ~< ~. Now suppose that the 
transition from 9 to ~' is the last application of the procedure in the proof of 1.11, viz., 
r, r '  e Z(9.I), II 9 II >~ ~, ~" = ~'[x/," t xy], and IJ r '  II < ~. 
Then [1 z II = II ~' II + l y I and hence ~ ~< II 9 II ~< 2 .  ~. Thus, A :~ o iff A' :/= ~,  
where 
A' = {~" : 9 9 T(92) and ~ ~< II 9 II ~< 2. ~}. 
Clearly, it is effectively decidable whether .4' ~ ~.  
Many characterizations of the regular sets are known in the literature. The earliest, 
due to Kleene, states that a set of words is regular iff it is the set of words accepted by 
some finite automation. Among the others, we have, for example, that the regular sets 
coincide with the sets generated by right-linear grammars (Chomsky and Miller [6]), 
with the sets definable, in a special sense, in a formal language (Buchi [1]; Elgot [10]), 
and with the sets which are the unions of some of the equivalence classes of a con- 
gruence relation of finite index (Myhill [20]). In this paper we shall add two new 
characterizations of the regular sets to the list; these are Theorem 1.16 and Corollary 
3.11. 
It seems natural to inquire whether some of the characterizations of the regular sets 
can be generalized to characterizations of the recognizable sets. This is indeed the case. 
Thatcher and Wright in their paper [28] give such a generalization of the "' ,  * 
characterization" of the regular sets. Here we shall develop a characterization of the 
recognizable sets which generalizes Theorem 3.6 of Elgot [10]; many of the ideas 
involved are closely related to those of Medvedev [18]. It turns out that this particular 
characterization is well suited to our later work in Sections 2 and 3. 
If  27 is any alphabet and a, a', a" ~ 27 U {E}, we denote by Ez(a, a', a n) the set of all 
Z-trees r such that, for some w, rw=a,  rwa=a' ,  and Twb =a ~. Note that in 
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particular, E~(~, ~, ~) = 27 ~, while if one of a', a" is not ~, then E~(~, a', ~") = ~.  
For a c Z, the condition that ~'w = a for some w ~ if(z) is expressed simply by 
c E~(~, ,, ,). 
Given two alphabets 2:1 and Z~, we say that a mapping g : 271 ~ --+ Z~ # is apro]ection 
(of 2:1 "~ into Z~ #) if g(A)= A and (g(~'))w = g(z~) for all w. (In other words, a 
projection is the natural extension of a mapping of Z x into Z~ to a mapping of Z~l# 
into Z~#.) If  we are given a mapping of Z 1 into Z~, we speak of the projection defined 
by this mapping, with the obvious meaning. 
Let R be any ternary relation on 21 u {e}. We say that a tree r e Z # is R-consistent 
if RO ~ , "l'wa , "rwb ) holds for every w e {a, b}*. 
DEFINITION 1.1 3. The class ~ is the least class of sets containing each Ez(a, a', ~r") 
and closed under the Boolean operations (i.e., u ,  ~,  and ,-~) and under arbitrary 
projections. 
]_,EMMA 1.14. Let 2 be any alphabet, A C_C_ X #, and B C_ X. 
(i) I f  R is a ternary relation on Z u {e}, then the set of R-consistent trees is a 
member of ~ .  
(ii) I f  .~ < co, then A ~ ~.  
(iii) I f  A ~ ~,  then {z : .c ~ A and z, ~ B} ~ ~.  
(iv) l f  A ~ ~,  then {.r : -r ~ A and Tw ~ B for every w e fr(~')} is a member of ~ .  
Proof. To prove (i), we let C be the union of the sets Ez(o, a'a") such that R(a, a'a") 
does not hold, and find that 27~ ~-~ C is the set of R-consistent trees. (Of course, X # c ~,  
since, as noted above, 2: ~ = Ez(~, ~, a).) 
To establish (ii), it suffices to show that (~-} ~ ~ for every ~" ~ 2: ~. I f  ~" = A, then 
( r}=X ~U~,~E~(a  E,~). Now suppose z~A.  For each wedom(r ) ,  let 
~:(w) be a distinct new symbol, and put ely:)= ~ for each w ~ dom(z). We let 
H ~- {~(w) : w e dom ~-)}, and define the relation R on H U re} by R(r Iw), f(wa), ely:b)) 
for every w. There is just one R-consistent ree zr ~/-/~, and, by (i), {~r} e ;~. Let 
g : H ~ ---* Z # be the projection defined by g(~(w)) = rw for each w 6 dom ~-). Then 
g((~}) = (~}, so (~} ~ ~.  
Next, assume that A ~ ~/. Let ~ be a symbol not in 27, and put Z '  - -  Z u {f}. Let 
R = (X' u {e}) • (Z u {r • (27 u {r and let C be the set of R-consistent X' trees. 
Then C ~ ~ by (i), and for ~- ~ C we have ~-~ = ~: only in case w ~- ~. For each a c Z, 
p~ is the projection of 27'~ into Z # defined by po(~:) = a and p~0z) =/~ for all/~ ~ Z 
We then have 
{r : r~dandT,~B}= U [p~(C~X #)~d] .  
o~IB 
This proves (iii). 
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Finally, to establish (iv) we merely note that 
An[  27~ ''~ U Ex(~ E, ~)] = {~" : " 9 A and ~'w 9 B f~ every w 9 frO')}. 
or 
THEOREM 1.1 5. The class ~ coincides with the class of recognizable sets. 
Proof. We begin by showing that ~ contains every recognizable set. Let 
~I = (S, t, s o , D> be any X-tree acceptor. Putting /7 = S • 27, we let R be the 
ternary relation on /7  u {E} such that, for s, s', s" 9 S and or, a', o" 9 27, 
R((s, o), (s', or'), (s", a">) iff t(s', s", o) = s, 
R(<s, ~>, , <s", ~">) i~ t(So, s", ~) = s, 
R((s, o>, (s', o'>, ,) iff t(s', So, ~) = s, 
and 
R((s, o>, E, ,) iff t(s o , so , a) = s. 
Let C be the set of R-consistent rees; then C 9 ~ by 1.14 (i). Let P0 " H"  --~ S% 
px : H '~ ~ Z"  be the projections such that, for any (s, a> 9 rr, po((s, a>) = s and 
px((s, a>) = a. Now for any p 9 S ' ,  let f(p) be the tree p' such that 
dom(p') ---- {,} L) {wa, wb : w 9 dora(p)} and Pu' ~- So 
for each u 9 dom(p') ~ dom(p). The following three propositions can now be proved 
simultaneously by tree induction: 
(i) p~(C) =27" ;  
(ii) i f l r  9  thenrr [" w ~ C for any w; 
(iii) f(p00r)) is ~-compatible with pl(~-) for all lr E C. 
We omit the tedious but entirely routine argument required. The subset C' of C 
consisting of those trees r such that f(p0(~-)), 9 D (i.e., such that ~-, E D • 27, or 
zr = A in case s o 9 D) is a member of ~ by 1.14 (iii); we then havepl(C'  ) = T(9.I), 
and hence T(9.I) 9 ~ .  
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.15, we must show that every element of 
is recognizable. In view of Theorem 1.7, it suffices to show that each E~(a, ~', a") is 
recognizable, and that the projection of a recognizable set is again a recognizable set. 
Let 27 be an alphabet, and c~, ~', ~" 9 E u {e}. We first assume that o :~ c. For each 
g 9 27 u {E}, let s, be a distinct new symbol, let s o be another symbol not among these, 
and put S = {sD} u {s, : t~ 9 27 u {E}} The function t : S • S • 27 ~ S is defined 
as follows: for/z 9 27,/~',/~" 9 27 u {r 
t(s~, , s~o, IX) = s o if/z = o, /z' = ~r', and/~' ----- ~r', 
= s n otherwise, 
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and 
t ( s . .  , , = t(s  , , o ,  = . 
Putting 91 = (S, t, s,, {SD} ) we have that 9I is a / - tree acceptor and T(91)---= 
Ez(a, a', a"); thus, Ez(a, a', a') is recognizable whenever o =~ E. In case a : E, then 
Ez(o,a',a ~) is either 27~ or N; both of these are recognizable sets since if 
91 = (S, t, So, D) is any/ - t ree  acceptor such that D = S, then T(91) : 27~, whereas 
if D : ~,  the T(91) = ~.  
Finally, we assume that /1,27z are two alphabets and that g is a projection of 271 ~' 
into 272~'. We wish to show that if A C Z'l~' is recognizable, then g(A) is recognizable. 
Let 92 = (S, t, So, D) bc a / - t ree  acceptor such that T(91) = A. Without loss of 
generality, we may assumc that g maps 2:1 onto 27~. Let ~3 = (S, t', {So}, D) where 
t'(s, s', a) = {s" : s" = t(s, s', ix) for some /z such that g(#) = or}, 
for each a e /2  9 ~ is a nondetcrministic 2J~.-tree acceptor. A straightforward argument 
by tree induction shows that an S tree ~r is ~3 compatible with a 2~2-tree 7 iff ~r is 
91-compatible with some 2:l-tree 7' such that g(r') : 7. From this it follows that 
g(A) = T(~3) and hence that g(A) is recognizable. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.15, we have that all the properties of :~ given in 
Definition 1.13 and Theorem 1.14 apply to the class of recognizable sets. We shall 
often make use of this fact without explicitly citing 1.13, 1.14, and 1.15. 
THEORZM 1.1 6. A set X C_ {a, b}* is regular if and only if X = I,)~A fr(T) for some 
recognizable set d. 
Proof. Assume that X is regular and let 9.I = (S, t, So, D) be an {a, b}-automaton 
such that T(91) = X. Let J be the subset of S • (S W {E)) • (S u {~}) such that 
(s, s', s") E J iff either s' = ~ and s" ----- t(s, b), or else s ~ = E and s' = t(s, a). Let A'  
be the set of J-consistent S trees 7 such that 7, = s o ; A'  is recognizable by 1.14 (i), 
(iii). A simple argument by induction shows that every w ~ {a, b}* is a terminal of some 
member of A'. Now suppose 7 E A'  and w ~ dom(7). We shall prove by induction on 
[w] that f(w) =Tw.  I fw  =~, then i (w)  =s  o=7, . I f lw]  >O,  sayw =ua,  and 
i(u) = 7u, then, by the J-consistency of 7, we have Tua-----t(T~, a), and hence, 
i(w) = t(~(u), a) = 7w. Now let A = {7 : 7 E A and 7w e D for w E fr(T)}; then A is 
recognizable, and from the remarks above, i(w) ~ D iff w ~ fr(7) for some 7 ~ A. It 
follows that !,)7~A fr(T) = T(91) = X. 
Conversely, assume that A is recognizable and X = I,)~A fr(7). Let 91 = 
(S ,  t, s o , D)  be a / - t ree  acceptor such that T(91) = A. We define a sequence of sets 
Dw, w ~ {a, b)*, as follows: 
D, = D, 
Dwa ={s:t(s, f(7),cr)~D~ for some z~27" and a~2~}, 
D~b=(s : t ( i ( z ) , s ,a )~D~ for some 7~S ~' and oE27}. 
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Now let 9J~ = (S, t, So, D~) for each w c {a, b}*. Then T(gJw) ~- {7 ~ w : r c T(9~)}, 
so that w 6 [.),~A fr(7) iff 2~ n T(9~) :/: ~.  Let ~B : (B, r, D, F )  be an {a, b}- 
automaton, where 
B={S' :S 'C_SandS '  ~ 0}, 
and for each S' ~ B, 
and finally, 
r(S', a) = {s : t(s, i(7), o) ~ S' for some r ~ Z "~ and o ~ Z}, 
r(S', b) = {s : t(f(7), s, o) ~ S for some 7 ~ Z "~ and o E Z), 
F = {S' : S' _C S and t(So, s o , o) ~ S' for some o s Z}. 
Let w e {a, b}*; it follows, by induction on [ w [, that e(w) = D,o, and since w ~ T(~) 
iff t(s o , s o , a) s e(w) for some o ~ Z, we then have that w ~ T(~) iff Z n T(giw) =A 
i.e., iff w ~ [.)~A fr(7). 
The construction of the automaton ~ from the given tree acceptor 9A in the proof 
of Theorem 1.16 may be made effective; we need merely note that there exists a tree 
7 such that f(7) = s iff there exists such a tree of depth <~.  
Except in Definition 1.1, we have so far restricted consideration totrees of order two. 
The modifications to our development required to effect the transition to trees of any 
finite order p > 0 are entirely straightforward: for example, the notation 0[7, 7'] is 
changed to, for any n <: p, 
0[7, 7',..., 7<"] - -  oCaolT]LallT"] "'" [a~_1/7<'>1; 
in Definition 1.2, the transition function t has domain S c~l • Z instead of S q21 X Z 
(where S I1) - -S  and S i~+t) = S r • S); and in Definition 1.13, we replace 
Er(o, o', 0") by 
Ez( ~ % ,..., %-1) : {7 : for some w, 7~ : o, 7w~0 : o0 ,..., 7~,  - :  %-1}- 
With these modifications, we can extend our concept of "recognizable set" to apply 
to sets of trees of any given finite order p. 
In the remaining sections of this paper we shall assume that these modifications 
have actually been carried out. Thus, we shall speak of tree acceptors of order p and 
recognizable sets of order p, and we shall cite theorems of Section 1 with the under- 
standing that, if necessary, they are to be modified to apply to trees, acceptors, etc., 
of arbitrary finite orders. 
A Z-tree of order one is essentially the same as a finite sequence of members of Z, 
i.e., a Z-word. Consequently, one may identify tree acceptors of order one with 
ordinary finite automata nd the recognizable sets of order one with the regular sets, 
so that automata theory becomes a special case of the theory of tree acceptors. 
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It is an easy consequence of Definition 1.1 that a tree r of order p is also of order p'  
for any p' > p. We may naturally inquire whether a recognizable set of trees of order 
p remains a recognizable set when it is regarded as a set of trees of order p' > p. This 
is indeed the case; in fact, by simple constructions of tree acceptors we obtain 
LEMMA 1.17. Let 9.I be a tree acceptor of order p > O. 
(i) I f  p' > p, then there is a tree acceptor 9.I' of order p' such that T(~) -~ T(gi'). 
(ii) I f  p > p' > 0 and every tree in T(gI) is of order p', then there is a tree 
acceptor ~' of order p' such that T(~) --- T(gi'). 
(iii) I f  p' > p > O, then a set A of trees is a recognizable s t of order p if and only 
if A is a recognizable s t of order p'. 
As a consequence of Lemma 1.17, we have that Theorem 1.7 holds even if no 
restriction is placed upon the order of the recognizable sets involved. Lemma 1.17 (iii) 
states, roughly speaking, that recognizability is a property independent of order, so 
that we may describe a set as recognizable without specifying its order. 
Notice that Theorem 1.16 may now be improved as follows: It places no essential 
restriction on the regular sets to assume that their underlying alphabets are always 
subsets of (a~ : i = 0, 1,...), and under this assumption we have that 
.4 set X is regular if and only if X = U~ fr(~) for some recognizable s t .4. 
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES 
In this section we shall give an example of the application of the results of Section 1 
to the theory of algorithmic languages; namely, we shall characterize the context-free 
languages by means of recognizable sets. These results were first obtained by Mezei 
and Wright [19], although their formulation is technically different from ours. 
Ginsburg [14] is our principal source for notation, terminology, and results concerning 
context-free languages. 
A context-free grammar is a four-tuple G = (V, 27, P,/z>, where V and Z' are 
alphabets, Z_C_ V, P is a finite subset of (V -- Z) • V*, and /z E V. Elements of 
V --  27 are called variables, elements of Z are constants, and elements of P are called 
productions; we write ~: --~ v as a synonym for <~, v> ~ P. For u, v e V*, we write 
u =~c V (or simply u =~ v when G is understood) if for some u0, ux, v' e V*, and 
~ V, we have u = uo~u 1 , ~ ~ v', and v ~- UoV'U 1 . We write u =~c* v if there exists 
a finite sequence of words u 0 .... ,uneV*  such that u=u 0 ,un=v,  and for each 
i < n, ui :~C Ui+l ; the sequence u o ,..., un is then called a derivation of v from u. 
The language generated by G, L(G), is the set of words w ~ Z* such that/~ ~ * w. Of 
course, if/z ~ 27, then L(g) = {/z}. A set L is a context-free language if L = L(G) for 
some context-free grammar G. 
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A grammar G = (V, 27, P,/z) is called E-free if it has no production of the form 
~: --~ E. Theorem 1.8.1 of Ref. [14] states that for any context-free language L there 
exists an E-free grammar G such that L(G) = L N {~}. Another result we require from 
the theory of context-free languages (cf. Ref. [14], Lemma 1.4.6) is the following: 
For any ~ ~ V -- Z', and u ~ V*, ~: ~*  u iff either ~: ~ u, or there is a production 
--~ ~0 "'" ~n-1 in P, and words u o ,..., Un-1 9 V* such that ~i :~* ui for i < n, and 
U ~-~ U 0 " ' "  Un_  1 .  
Given an e-free grammar G = (V, Z', P,/~), V-trees can be associated in a natural 
way with derivations r 0 ~ "-=~ un-1, where ~ 9  V. In fact, whenever 
=> * u ~ V*, there is at least one such V-tree r such that T, = ~: and u ---- r% .-. r%,  
where w o ,..., Wn are the terminals of ~- in lexicographical order. The formal details 
of the correspondence b tween V-trees and derivations are set forth in the following 
definitions and 1emma. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The operator Q on arbitrary trees is defined by tree recursion: 
(i) Q(A) = ~; 
(ii) Q(aEr(~ r(~)]) = a if r (~ -- --  r ~ = A, 
= Q(#' )  ... otherwise. 
Q(,) is simply the concatenation of the symbols appearing at the terminals of r, 
taking the terminals of r in lexicographical order. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G = (V, 27, P,/~) be an C-free grammar. C c is the set of 
V-trees defined by the conditions 
(i) V C_ Cc ; 
(ii) if r(~ ~'("~ 9 Co,  and ~: --~ ~o~ ... ~.~,), then ~:[r(~ r (n)] ~ Ca.  
The order of the trees in Co is the maximum of the set 
{1} u {I u I : r -~ u is in P for some r ~ V}. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G = (V, Z, P, tz) be an E-free grammar, ~ 9 V and u ~ V*. Then 
~ * u iff there is a .r ~ Ca such that .r, = ~ and Q(r) = u. 
Proof. First, assume ~ =>* u. We proceed by induction on the length of the 
derivation establishing ~: => * u. I f  this length is 0, then ~: = u and ~: 9 Co 9 Otherwise, 
there are ~o ..... ~ ,EV  and u o .... ,unEV*  such that ~: - - *~o ' "~n,u=u o ' ' 'u . ,  
and for each i, ~i ~*  ui by means of a shorter derivation. Applying the inductive 
hypothesis, we obtain trees r (i) ~ Ca such that r~ i) = ~i and Q(~(i)) ~ ui .  Putting 
r -~ ~:[r(~ r (~)] we find r ~ Ca and Q(~) = u. 
Conversely, assume ~ ~ Ca,  % = ~:, and Q(~) = u. We proceed by tree induction. 
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~" = A is impossible. If/{ rll = 1, then r = ~ = Q(r), and ~ =~* ~:. I f  I{ rl] > 1, then 
~- = ~[rl~ ~'(~)] for some r(~ r I"~ ~ Ca and ~: such that ~: ~ r~ ~ "" r~ "). No 
r") is A, so Q(T) = Q(~-Iol) ... Q(r{,I). But by the inductive hypothesis, @1 ~.  Q(r,)), 
for i ~ n. Hence, ~ ~*  Q(r{~ ''" Q(r (~)) = Q(r) = u. 
The set of trees 9 ~ Ca with ~, = t~ and Q(~') e z*,  where G = (V, Z, P, I~) is a 
e-free grammar, is simply the set of "derivation trees" for G, a concept well known 
in the literature. This set will be denoted by Aa 9 The impact of Lemma 2.3 is simply 
that L(G) = Q(Aa). 
LEMMA 2.4. I f  L is a context-free language, then L = Q(A) for some recognizable 
set A. 
Proof. Let G be a grammar such that L ~-~ {e} = L(G). We will show that Aa is 
recognizable. Let p be the length of the longest word u which occurs in a production 
-+ u in P. The (p  + 1)-place relation R on Zu  {e} is defined as follows: For any 
~, ~0 ,..., ~,~, m < p, R(~, ~0 ,-.., ~m, e ,..., E) if and only if ~: ~ ~0"" ~m is in P. Then Aa 
is the set of R-consistent trees r such that % =/~ and % e Z for every w e fr(r). Thus, 
A a is a recognizable set. The desired result now follows, since we have either 
L = Q(Aa) or L = Q(A a u {A}) according as eeL  or eeL ,  while both A a and 
Aa w {A} are recognizable. 
Lemma 2.4 may come as no surprise to those familiar with the theory of context- 
free languages. Somewhat less obvious is the fact that the converse of 2.4 also holds-- 
that Q(A) is a context-free language whenever A is a recognizable set. 
THEOREM 2.5. A set L is a context-free language i f  and only if L = Q(A) for some 
recognizable set A. 
Proof. The "only if" part has already been established as Lemma 2.4. We shall 
show that i f~  = (S, t, So, D) is a tree acceptor (of orderp) then Q(T(~)) is a context- 
free language. ~ Let/~ be a new symbol not in 27 or S • (Z u {E}), and let G be the 
context-free grammar 
a = <z u (s • (z u {4)) u {~), z, P, ~>, 
where P contains the following productions: 
/~--+(r, 8) for some r~D and 3~Zu{e},  
(So, e> -+ e, 
<t(s 0,..., So, ~), ~) -*  ~ for all a ~ 27, 
(t(s 1 ,..., s~ , ~), ~) -+ (s 1 , 31) "" (s~ , 3~), for all si e S 
and 3 iEZu{e},  with 3 i=/=e for at least onei. 
2 The author would like to express his thanks to the referee for suggesting this proof, which 
is considerably simpler than the original. 
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First we shall prove 
(1) <i(r), r,> ~*  Q(r) for all r ~ X* 
by tree induction. If r = A, we have i(r) = So, r,  = ~, Q(r) = E, and need merely 
note that (so, E) -+ e. If r = ~ ~ 27, then i(r) = t(s o ,..., so, a), and r, = Q(r) = or. 
Then (t(s o ..... So, a), o)  -~  Q(r) by definition of P. Finally, suppose r = a[r(ll,..., , c~)] 
with at least one r (i) ~ A.  By the inductive hypothesis, ( i ( ,m) ,  r~ i)) ~ * Q(rm),  for 
i ---- 1 ..... p. Now t(r) = t( i (rm),. . . ,  i(r(~)), a), and since at least one r ~i) is not A, 
we have 
. . .  
by definition of P. Since Q(r) = Q(r(") "'" Q(r'~)), we have shown (i(r), ~) =>* Q(r). 
Next we shall prove 
(2) If (s, o) =>* ueX* ,  then u = Q(r) for some r with i(r) = s and r, == o. 
This will be done by induction on the length n of the shortest derivation establishing 
(s, ~) =~ * u. n ---- 0 is impossible since (s, a)  ~ 27*. If n = 1 then the only possible 
production is <t(s 0,..., So, ~), a)  --+ a, so we must have u = ~ and s = t(s o ,..., So, a). 
We merely take r = ~. I f  n = 1 and u = E then the only possible production is 
<s o ,E ) -+ E, so take r = A. Finally, suppose n >1 and (2) holds whenever 
the underlying derivation has fewer than n steps. There is a production 
<s, a)  --~ (st ,  31) "'" (s~, 8r) and words u, ,..., u~ e 27* such that ( s i ,  3i) :~* ui (with 
derivations horter than n) and u ---- u 1 "" u~. By definition of P, s = t(s 1 ,..., s~, or), 
and by the inductive hypothesis, there are trees r lil, i = 1 ..... p, such that i (r  ~i)) = si , 
re, ~ = 8i, and Q(r,~) = ul . Let r - a[r(l),..., r(Pl]. Then i(r) = s and r, --= a. Since 
at least one 8 i is not e, at least one r "~ is not A;  hence, Q(r) :-: Q(r m) ---Q(r I~)) = u. 
This completes the proof of (2) 
Suppose r~ T(9.I). By (1), <i(r), r , )=~*Q( , ) .  Since re  T(9.1), i(r) eD,  so 
/z --~ (i(r), %). Then /z ~*  Q(r), and it follows that Q(T(9.I)) C_L(G). Conversely, 
suppose u ~ L(G).  For some s ~ D and 3 E X ~ {~},/z -~ <s, 3) and (s, 3) ~ * u. We have 
from (2) that there is a tree r such that Q(r) = u, i(r) = s, and r, = ~. Since s 6 D, 
this means that r 6 T(gJ), and it follows that L(G)  C Q(T(gJ)). 
3. DECIDABILITY OF THE THEORY OF p SUCCESSOR OPERATIONS 
In this section we apply the theory of recognizable s ts to a decision problem of 
mathematical logic: We will show that, for any p < co, the weak second-order theory 
ofp successor perations is decidable (Corollary 3.8). This answers inthe affirmative 
a problem of Buchi, stated in Section 9 of Ref. i l l .  In case p --  1, this result was first 
reported by Buchi and Elgot [5], and published by them in Refs. [1] and [10]. Most 
of the methods employed in this section are generalizations of those used by Elgot 
in Ref. [10]. 
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Let B be any set; letp, q be any ordinals; for i < p, let Oi be a mi-ary operation on B; 
and for j < q let Rj be a n~-ary relation among the elements of B. Then we say that 
the system 
!B = (B, 0 o .... , Oi ,..., Ro ,..., Rj ,..-)i<~.~<q 
in a algebraic structure of similarity type ~ = ((m 0 ,..., m i .... )i<~ , (no ,..., n~ ,...)j<q). 
In case p = 0, so that there are no operations, ~ is called a relational structure. B is the 
universe of !13, denoted by I !B I- 
Associated with the similarity type ~ of !3 is the following calculus L~, called the 
monadic second-order language of type o~ (or, for brevity, simply "the language of !B"). 
The logical constants of L~ are ~ (equality), the usual propositional connectives 
(6, v,---1,---~, ~),  and the quantifiers V and 3. The nonlogical constants of L~ are: 
For i < p, a mi-ary operation symbol Oi ,  and for j < q, a nj-ary relation symbol Rj .  
(For purposes of clarity, when a structure has an operation O or relation R, we 
endeavor to use the corresponding boldface letter O or R as its representative in the 
formal anguage. This is not always desirable, and exceptions to this rule will be made 
clear when they occur.) There are individual variables x, y, z,..., and monadic predicate 
(set) variables X, Y, Z,... 9 Quantification over either kind of variable is permitted. 
The notation y ~ X, read "y is a member of X," will be used instead of the more 
usual Xy or X(y). The notion of a term, or an atomic formula, and the notion of a 
variable being free in a formula, are understood in the usual way. A sentence is a 
formula without free variables. If F is a formula of L~, when we write, e.g., F(y, x), 
we mean that the variables y, x occur free in F, but we do not exclude the possibility 
that F has other free variables. If y', x' are any other variables, then when we write, 
e.g., F '  =-- F(y', x'), and we mean that F'  is obtained fromF by substituting y' for each 
free occurrence of y and x' for each free occurrence of x, while making suitable 
systematic changes of the bound variables o fF  so as to avoid "conflicts of variables." 
Relative to a given structure ~ of similarity type a and a given interpretation of
the individual and set variables, the notions of truth and satisfaction are defined in 
the usual way. The individual variables will always be interpreted as elements of the 
universe 1 ~3 1. We shall consider two different interpretations of the set variables. 
In the strong interpretation, set variables range over arbitrary subsets of the universe, 
while in the weak interpretation, only finite sets are admitted as possible interpretations 
of the set variables. The strong second-order theory of f3, SS(f3), is the set of sentences 
of L~ which are true under the strong interpretation, and the weak second-order theory 
of f3, WS(f3), is the set of sentences true under the weak interpretation. An elementary 
formula is a formula without occurrences of set variables, and ET(f3) is the set of 
elementary sentences true in ~3. 
If  C is any class of formulas, we say that a formula F is a Boolean combination of 
members of C ifF is a member of the least class C' containing C and such that whenever 
G, He  C', then G ^ H, G v H, and -nG are also members of C'. 
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The symbols Z', /-/ are used for iterated disjunction and iterated conjunction, 
respectively; e.g., for l > 0, 27i<zFi denotes the formula F o v .'- v F~_ 1 . 
Let F(x, y, X) be a formula of L~ with exactly the free variables x, y, X, and let 
x, y e ] ~B ] and X C ] ~3 ]. Then F(x, y, X)  means that F is satisfied when x, y, X are 
interpreted as x, y, X, respectively. Of course, we must also specify whether the weak 
or strong interpretation is to be used. This will always be clear from the context. 
In fact, we shall rarely use the strong interpretation except in Section 5; thus, in the 
absence of specific notice to the contrary, the reader may assume that the weak 
interpretation is intended. 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
structure 
Let 0 < p < w. The algebra of p successors i the algebraic 
91~ = <N~,  S O .... , Sa~_ l )  , 
where N~ = {a 0 ,..., a~_x)* and for each i < p, Si is the unary operation defined by 
Si(x) = xai for all x ~ N~.  
The monadic second-order language associated with 01~, i.e., L<< 0 ..... ~-1>>, will be 
denoted by L~, and its p unary operation symbols by So .... , S~-1 9 
In the remainder of this section, we shall assume, except where otherwise specified, 
that p is a fixed but arbitrary positive integer. 
There are two main steps in our discussion leading up to Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 
3.8: First, we develop a normal form for formulas in L~, and second, we correlate a
recognizable set A with each formula F in normal form, and show that F is satisfiable 
in ~ if and only if A :# ~.  
The terms ~b of Lv are all of the form ~b = S;o "'" Si,_,(x), k < co, for some individual 
variable x; the integer k is the rank of ~b. We say that two formulas F, G of L~ are 
equivalent and write F ~ G if they have the same free variables and the universal 
closure of F ~ G is in WS(~lv). 
I_,EMMA 3.2. 
no occurance of the equality symbol, nor of any term of rank > 2. 
Proof. By iterative applications of the two rules 
and 
Every formula F of L~ is equivalent o a formula G which contains 
0) 
X m Y ~ VU[U~X *- U ~Y], (2) 
where ~b, 9 are any terms and X, Y are any set variables, we obtain a formula F', with 
no occurrence of ~ ,  such that F ~-~ F'. 
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Now suppose that S~o "" Sj~(x) is a term of rank >1 (i.e., k > 0) occurring inF ' ;  
this occurrence must be as part of an atomic formula Sjo "" S~(x) 9 Y for some set 
variable Y. We note that 
Sio "'" S~(x) 9 Y ~ 3yo "" 3yk[VZ[yo 9 Z -*~ x e 7:] 
^ H~=I(VZ[y~- 9 X ~- S,j(y~._I) 9 Z]) ^ Yk 9 Y]. (3) 
The desired formula G may now be obtained from F'  by repeated applications of 
rule (3). 
DEFINITION 3.3. A principal n-formula is a formula in L~ of the form 
3x[Hi<,(F,  ^  Hj<~Gi.j)], 
where x is any individual variable, and for some n distinct set variables, X o ,..., X~_ 1 , 
each Fi is either x 9 Xi or ~x  e Xi ,  and each Gi.j is either Sj(x) 9 Xi or -TS~(x) e X i .  
A formula 
(QX, ) . . - (QX . . . . .  1) H(X0 .... , In+m-I), 
where H is a Boolean combination of principal (n + m)-formulas and each (QX~) is, 
independently of j, either VXj or 3Xj, is in normal form. 
LEMMA 3.4. Every formula of L~ with no free individual variables is equivalent to 
a formula in normal form. 
Proof. LetF(X 0 .... , X,-a) be any formula with exactly the distinct free set variables 
X0 .... , Xn-1 9 By 3.2, F ~-~ F', where F' is a formula with no occurrence of ~ nor of 
any term of rank > 1. Note that F '  necessarily contains at least one set variable. The two 
equivalences, 
VxVYH ~ VYVxH, 
3xVYH ,~ 3XVY[Vx[x e X ~ H] ^ ~x[x e X]], 
apply to any formula H in which X does not occur free. By iterative applications of 
these equivalences we obtain a formula F" ~ F '  such that no set variable quantifier 
in F" occurs within the scope of any individual variable quantifier. NowF" is equivalent 
to its prenex normal form, i.e., 
F" (9x , )  ... (QX,+,,_I) F"(x0 .... , x ,+, , _ , ) ,  
where X .... . .  X,+m-1 are all distinct, each (QX~-), j = n,..., n -F m -- 1, is either 
VXj or 3X~, and F"(X 0 .... , Xn+m-1) contains no set variable quantifier. To complete 
the proof, we must show that F" is equivalent to a Boolean combination of principal 
(n q- m)-formulas. 
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Let C be the class of Boolean combinations of principal (n + m)-formulas and 
atomic formulas y 9 Xs or Si(y) 9 Xj ,  where j < m, i < p, and y is any individual 
variable. Let C' be the class of formulas equivalent to formulas in C. That F"  9 C' 
is shown by induction; we will only discuss the existential quantifier step, namely, 
we assume that G 9 C and show that 3xG 9 C'. Of course, if x does not occur in G 
then 3xG ~ G. Otherwise, G may be put in its disjunctive normal form, Xz<kGz, 
and the quantifier distributed: 
3xG ~, X~<k3xGt , 
where each Gt is a conjunction in C. For each l < k, all the conjuncts of Gt in which x 
does not occur free may be passed outside the scope of the quantifier; i.e., we apply 
the rule that for any formula H and any y ~ x, 
3x[H ^  y 9 X] ~ 3xH ^  y 9 X, 
or the similar rules concerning conjuncts ~y  9 X, Si(y) 9 X, or ---~,Si(y) 9 X. Finally, 
if for anyj < n + m such that neither x 9 Xr nor ~x  9 Xr occurs as a conjunct within 
the scope of 3x, then x 9 X~ v---nx 9 Xj may be inserted as a conjunct and the 
distributive laws again applied; a similar treatment applies when neither Si(x) 9  Xr 
nor -~Si(x) 9 Xj occurs within the scope of 3x. The resulting formula, Gt', is in C, 
Gz' ~-~ 3xGt, and the variable x occurs in Gz' only as the bound variable in principal 
(n + m)-formulas. Since 3xG is equivalent to a Boolean combination of such formulas 
G~', we have 3xG 9 C'. 
Lcmma 3.4 generalizes Elgot's Lemma l, Section 5.5 in Ref. [10], to Lv for p > 1. 
The proof uses essentially the same ideas. We may note in passing that the proof 
of 3.4 makes no use of special properties of the operations on ~l/v. The lemma can be 
proved for any monadic second-order formal anguage in which there are no nonlogical 
constants with more than one argument place for individual variables: We can even 
introduce higher-type predicate constants with one individual variable argument place 
and one predicate variable argument place; the treatment of such higher-type constants 
would be formally similar to the treatment of "e". 
For each n, let Z', be the set of n-termed sequcnces with terms in the set {0, 1}; 0 c") 
denotes the n-termed sequence consisting entirely of O's. 
The order of trees and acceptors discussed in this section is assumed to be p; thus, 
if H is an alphabet,/7 ~ is the set of//-trees of order p. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let T C Xn ~', and let X o .... , X,~_ 1 be finite subsets of N~. Then 
r represents X o ,..., X , _  1 if, for each i <: n and any w 9 N~, w 9 Xi if and only if the 
i-th term of ~'w is 1. 
Every tree r 9 X~ * represents exactly one sequence of sets X o ,..., An_ x _C N , ,  and 
every sequence of finite sets X 0 ,..., An_ 1 _C N~ is represented by some tree r e 27n *. 
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The tree ~- is not uniquely determined by the sets X o ,..., X ,_a ,  however; for example, 
if rw = 0 (") for some w ~ fr(T), then both T and -t[w/A] represent he same sets. 
Nevertheless, there is always just one minimal Z,- tree which represents the given 
sets X 0 ,..., X ,_  x ; it may be obtained as follows: Let T be any tree representing the 
sets X 0 ,..., Xn_~, and put 
9 ~' =~w if r Iwr ~, 
= r otherwise; 
then ~' is the minimal tree representing X 0 ,..., X ,_  1 . 
Let us say that two Z~-trees are equivalent if they represent the same sequence of 
sets. If  A is any set of Z~-trees, we denote by el(A) the set of all trees equivalent to some 
tree in A, and by mnl(A) the set of minimal trees in el(A). 
LEMMA 3.6. I f  A C_ Z~ is recognizable, then so are cl(A) and mnl(A). 
Proof. Let 9~- - (S ,  t, 3, D> be a Z,-tree acceptor such that T (9~)= A. 
First, suppose that A = mnl(A). Let s* be a new state not in S, and put 
~3 = <S t3 {s*), t', s*, D'>, where D' - D w {s*} if ~ e D, D' - -  D otherwise, and 
t' is defined as follows: 
t'(s*,..., s*, Ol"O = s*, 
and if either a # 0 In) or some s i is not s*, then 
r(so,..., s _l, -) = t(So,..., ,), 
where si' = si if s i @- s* and s i' = ~ if si = s*. With ,4 --- mnl(A), it is easily seen 
that T(~)  = cl(A). 
Now consider the case that A :/: mnl(A). Since obviously c1(,4) = cl(mnl(A)), 
it is, in view of what has already bcen proved, sufficient to show that mnl(A) is 
recognizable. Again, assume A = T(9~), 9i = <S, t, ~, D>. Let ~--<S,  t", I, D>, 
where for all s o ..... s~_ 1 6 S, a 6 Z n , 
t"(s o ,..., sv_ , ,  , )  = {t(s o ,..., sv_ , ,  a)} 
and 
I = {s : l(r) =- s for some ~- e {0(")}"~}. 
Then (~ is a nondeterministic Z~-tree acceptor with the following two properties: 
(i) Every ~ e T((~) is equivalent o some member of A; 
(ii) mnl(A) C T(($). 
Thus, mnl(A) consists of those r E T(tE) such that rw # 0 I"~ for each w ~ fr(r). It 
follows from 1.14 and 1.15 that mnl(A) is recognizable. 
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Note that in the proof of 3.6, the construction of the nondeterministic tree acceptor 
I~ is effective, since in the definition of I we may restrict consideration to those trees 
~- e {01n~} e which are of depth <g.  
If F(X o ,..., X~-I) is a formula of L~ with exactly the free variables Xo .... , X~- I ,  
then we denote by T(F) the set of those minimal S~-trees which represent asequence 
X 0 ,..., An_ 1 such that F(X o ..... X~_x). 
TnEO~M 3.7. T(F) is recognizable for every formula F with exactly the free variables 
X0 ,..., X,_ l .  
Proof. It is sufficient, by 3.4, to assume that F is in normal form. Our proof is by 
induction on the length of F. In each case of the induction we shall exhibit a 
recognizable set equal to T(F); the reader should encounter no difficulty in supplying 
the simple argument which establishes this equality. 
I f F  is a principal n-formula, say qx(Hi<n(Fi A Hj<~Gij)], where Fi ,  Gij are as in 
Definition 3.3, let o ~ Z',, be defined by the condition 
the i-th term of ~ is 1 iff F i is x c X i ,  
and for j = 0 ..... p --  1 let oj ~ 27 n be defined by the condition 
the i-th term of aj is 1 iff Gij is Sj(x) ~ Xi .  
Now if a=o 0=: ' ' '  =%_t  =0 c~, then T(F) ----- {A}. But 
or, a0 ,'", a~-I is not 0 ~n}, then we have 
T(F) -- mnl(Er,(a, go ,..., %-i)), 
if at least one of 
which is recognizable by 1.15 and 3.6. 
If F is a Boolean combination of principal n-formulas, then we need merely note 
that the recognizable sets are closed under n ,  t.), and ~,  e.g., if F is G v H and 
T(G), T(H) are recognizable, then so is T(F) = T(G) u T(H). 
Finally, suppose that F is 3X~+IG(Xo .... , X~) and T(G) is a recognizable subset of 
Z~+ 1. Let g be the projection of X~+ 1into X,~ '~ defined by 
g(<k 0,..., kn) ) = (k o ..... kn_l) for each <k 0 ,..., k,)  ~ ~'n+l 9 
Then T(F) = mnl(g(T(G))), and this is recognizable by 1.13, 1.15, and 3.6. 
The characterization f the recognizable sets developed in 1.13, 1.14, and 1.15 is 
not essential to the proof of 3.7---one can also give direct constructions of tree acceptors 
~[ such that T(Od) = T(F) for each of the various forms of the formula F. 
COROLLARY 3.8. WS(91~) is decidable for every finite p. 
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Proof. I f F  is an arbitrary sentence ofL~, then by 3.4, F is equivalent to a sentence 
F '  which is in normal form. F '  has at least one set variable; suppose, for example, that 
F'  is 3XG(X). (In case F '  is VXG(X), we consider instead 3X-7  G(X),~---~F'.) 
Now F',  and hence F, is a member of WS(9I~) iff T(G) is not empty. But T(G) = ;g 
is effectively decidable by Corollary 1.12. We need only verify that F '  and T(G) can 
be effectively obtained. This is accomplished by examination of the proofs of 3.4 and 
the results in Section 1. 
We shall devote the remainder of this section to a discussion of applications of 3.7, 
deferring consideration of the many applications of 3.8 until Sections 4 and 5. 
Theorem 3.7 has a converse: Roughly speaking, "every recognizable set can be 
expressed in the form T(F) for some formula F." This statement fails to be strictly 
true only because the underlying alphabets of the sets T(F) are not arbitrary, but are 
always one of the Z~. In the following theorem, we restrict consideration to the 
alphabets Z'~ ~ {0(n)}, denoted by A~, in order to avoid difficulties associated with the 
ambiguities in the representation f sequences of sets by Z',~ trees. The A n still provide 
alphabets of arbitrarily large finite cardinality. 
THEOREM 3.9. Every set recognizable over some alphabet An, n > O, can be 
expressed in the form T(F) for some formula F. 
Proof. For each a ~ Zn,  let F ~ be H~<,Fi, where F, is x 6 Xi if the i-th term of o 
is 1, and F i is -7 x E Xi otherwise. Similarly, let Gfl be Hi<,Gij where Gi~ is Sj(x) E Xi 
if the i-th term of a is 1 and Gij is 7S~(x) ~ X~ otherwise. Put 
H ~ ~ 3x[F ~ A -7  ll~<vti~ I. 
Then H,~(X o..... X,~_I) holds iff the minimal tree representing X o . . . . .  X .a_  1 is a tree 
over A n . 
Now let A be any recognizable subset of A~ #. If  A = A~,  then A = T(Hn). 
I f  A ---- Ea,(~, a o .... , %-1) for some a, % ,..., a~-i ~ An, we put 
F = n ^ 3,,W ,, n,< o,,)1 
and then we have A = T(F). In case one or more of the a~ is c, we need merely replace 
G~fl by _~ . 
Now suppose that A = B n C for some recognizable sets B, C. In general, the 
alphabets for B and C may properly include A,,. However, it is easily seen that we can 
find m ~> n and recognizable sets B', C' over A,~ such that P(A) = B' n C' where p 
is the projection of An * into A,~ # defined by 
P((ro ,..., rn -1) )  = (ro ,.., rn -1 ,0  ..... O) 
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for each (r o ,..., r,_x) c A , .  There exist formulas F', F" such that T(F') = B' and 
T(F") -= C'. We let 
F := 3X, . . .  3Xm_l[f ln<i<ra ""7 ~x[x C Xi. ] ^ F' ^ F"], 
and obtain A : T(F). The cases A : B u C and A : B ,~ C are handled in like 
manner. 
Finally suppose that A = p(B) for some projection p and recognizable set B. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the underlying alphabet of B is some 
/ I ,  m >~ n. There exists a formula G = G(Xo ..... X~_I) such that T (G)= B. 
Let Yo ,..., Ym-1 be distinct new variables which do not occur in G, and put 
F ~ 3 Yo"" ~Ym-I[G(Yo ,..., Ym-l) ^  Vx[F~oEAra(F~ ,..., Ym-1) 
FIJ(o)(Xo ,..., Xn-1)) ^  (F~162 ,-.., Vm-l) -<;:> F~ ,..., Xn-1))]]. 
Then T(F) = .4. 
Theorem 3.9 now follows from 1.15. 
COaOLLARY 3.10. A subset L of A,* is a context-free language if and only if 
L : Q(T(F(X o ..... X,_a))) for some formula F. 
A subset X _C N~ is weak second-order definable in 9l~ if for some formula F(x), 
with exactly the one free individual variable x, X is the set of x E N~ such that F(x) 
holds under the weak interpretation. We say then that X is defined by F in 91, ; 
similarly, we speak of subsets of N ,  x N ,  as defined by formulas F(x, y), and so on. 
COROLLARY 3.1 1. A subset of N~ is weak second-order definable in 9l~ if and only 
if it is regular. 
Proof. In view of 3.7, 3.9, 1.16, and the remarks at the end of Section 1, we need 
only show that, for any formula F with exactly the free variables Xo ,..., X,-1,  
U,~r~v) fr(7) is definable in T/~. In fact, if 
G(x, X 0 ,..., In_ l )  ~-- ~wi<n[x E I f ]  A //i<n.j<~[--qSj(x) ~ Xi], 
then U,~r(F) fr(~-) is defined by 
3Xo-.. 3x,_xEF(Xo ,..., x,_x) ^ O(x, Xo .... , x,_,)] .  
In this paper we have identified three distinct methods of defining a recognizable 
set A _C A,,~, n > 0: A may be expressed in any of the forms 
(I) The result of a finite sequence of applications of projections and Boolean set 
operations tarting with sets of the form Er(o, a o ,..., ~-x); 
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(II) T(gR) for some tree acceptor 93:; 
(III) T(F) for formula F(Xo ,..., X,_l) o fL f .  
These may be compared with the following methods of defining a regular set 
B C {a o ..... a~_l}* : B may be expressed in any of the forms 
(I') The result of a finite sequence of applications of the operations ", *, u,  n,  
and ,~ starting with finite sets of words; 
(II') T(gJ) for some finite automaton 9R; 
(III') {x : F(x)} for some formula F(x) of L~. 
The equivalence of the forms of definition (I), (II), and (III) has been established 
in this paper by 1.14, 1.15, 3.7, and 3.9, while the equivalence of (I'), (II'), and (IIr) 
is a consequence of well-known results in the literature and Corollary 3.11. 
Examination of the proofs of these equivalences discloses that each of them is 
completely effective. 
LEMMA 3.12. 
(i) I f  a definition of a recognizable set A C A)~, n > O, is given in one of the forms 
(I), (II), (III), then definitions of A in each of the other two forms can be effectively 
obtained. 
(ii) I f  a definition of a regular set B C_ N~, p > O, is given in one of the forms 
(I'), (II'), (III'), then definitions in each of the other two forms can be effectively obtained. 
In Ref. [1] Buchi considered the "very weak second-order theory" of ~ ,  in which 
the set variables range, not over arbitrary finite subsets of N~, but only over those 
finite subsets which are chains with respect to the initial segment relation. Theorem 10 
of his paper states that the class of subsets of N~ definable in the very weak second- 
order theory coincides with the regular subsets of N~. Thus we see that, from the 
point of view of defining subsets of N~, the weak second-order theory is no more 
powerful than the very weak second-order theory. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shall apply the results of Section 3 to establish the decidability of 
a variety of weak second-order theories, The same general method will be used in 
nearly all cases: The decidability of WS(9.I) is proved by interpreting WS(92) into 
WS(~II~) for some p (usually p = 2). This interpretation is based upon a definition in 
WS(9"t~) of a substructure of~I/~ isomorphic to the given structure 92. For example, 
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if 9.I = (A, O, R) where O is a binary operation and R is a binary relation, and there 
are formulas F(x), G(x, y, z), H(x, y) such that 
where 
9.I _~ ( A', O', R') 
x ~ A iff F(x) holds in 91~, 
O'(x, y) = z iff G(x, y, z) holds in 91~, 
R'(x, y) iff H(x, y) holds in 91~, 
then we say that the triple (F, G, H)  is a weak second-order definition of 9~ in 91~. 
It follows from the existence of such a definition that WS(9.1) is interpretable in 
WS(91~), and hence that WS(9d) is decidable. (For further information on inter- 
pretation of theories, the reader may consult Ref. [25].) 
THEOm~M 4.1. For each finite p > 0, 91~ is weak second-order definable in 912. 
Proof. Let A = ({a}-(l,)i<v{b}i)) *. Then A is a regular set, and, by 3.12, a 
formula F(x) defining A in 912 can be effectively obtained. Let the terms ~bn, n < w, 
be defined by recursion: ~bo(X ) = x, ~bn+a(x ) = Sl(~b~(x)) for each n. Putting 
Gr y) = y ~ S0(~bj(x)), we have that <F, Go,..., Gv_a) is a definition of 91v in 912. 
Let No = {a0, al,...}*, for x~N`0 and n < ~o, let S~(x)= xan, and let 
91,o = <No,, S o .... ). There is a formula F~(x) defining the regular set ({a} 9 {b}*)*, 
and if we let G~.(x, y) be as in the proof of 4.1, we find that (F~,  Go, G 1 ,...) is a weak 
second-order definition of 91,o in 912, and hence, 
WS(91,0) is decidable. 
WS(91~) is not as rich a theory as one might wish; for example, even the simple 
relation "x = Sn(y) for some n" is not definable in it. We can, however, add a further 
relation to 91~ and obtain more satisfactory results. Let Is(x, y) hold iff x is an initial 
segment of y, and put 91~' = (No,  Is, So, S1 .... ). 
THEOREM 4.2. 
(i) 91~' is weak second-order definable in 9l 3 and hence WS(91,o') is decidable. 
(ii) For each p > O, 91~ is weak second-order definable in 91j. 
(iii) A set X C {a 0 .... , a~_x}* is regular if and only if it is weak second-order 
definable in 91`0'. 
Proof. A definition of 91~' in 912 is (F~, / ,  Go, G1,...> where F~, Go, G 1 ,..., are 
as above and I(x, y) is 
VX[y ~ X ^ Vz[So(z) ~ X v SI(Z) ~ X --~ z ~ X] --+ x ~ X] ^ F`0(x) ^  F`0(y). 
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To prove part (ii), it is sufficient to note that, for each p > 0, the formula 
Vy[I(y, x) --* y ~ x v 2Jj<~I(S~.(y), x)] 
defines the set {a 0 ..... a~_l}* in 9l,o. 
Let the mapping f :  {a0, a i .... }*---~ {a, b}* be defined byf(a~) = ab~,j = 0, 1,..., 
and f (uv) = f (u)f (v) for all words u, v. ( f  is simply the isomorphism which establishes 
that 91,o' is defined in 912 by (F`0, I, G o .... ).) Assume p > 0, and let f~ be the 
restriction of f to {a 0 ..... a~-l}*. A generalized sequential machine (as defined in 
Ginsburg and Rose, Ref. [16]), which effects the mappingf~ can easily be constructed, 
so that, by a theorem in Ref. [16], a set X _C {a 0 ,..., a~-x}* is regular if and only iff~(X) 
is regular. Now we note the following two properties of the definitions of 9l"  in 912 
and of 91~ in 91~': 
(1) If X is definable in 91~', then f (X )  is definable in 912 ; 
(2) If X is definable in 91~, then X is definable in 91~'. 
Suppose that X ___ {a 0 ,..., a~_l}*. If X is regular, then X is definable in 91~, and by 
(2), X is definable in 91,o'. Conversely, if X is definable in 91,o', then, by (1), 
f (X)  = f~(X) is definable in 912. But this implies that f~(X) is regular, whence X is 
regular also. 
Theorem 4.2 (i), in a somewhat different form, was obtained by J.W. Thatcher 
[26]. Theorem 4.2 (iii) improves 3.11 by giving a single decidable theory, WS(91j), 
within which every regular set may be defined (subject o the restriction that the 
underlying alphabet be a subset of {ao, a i .... }). 
Let ~ be any order type. By WS(~) we mean WS(9.1) where ~ = (_//, R) is any 
relational structure such that R is an order relation on A of type n. The notion of 
(weak second-order) definability is extended in the natural way, i.e., a type ~ is 
definable in 9l 2 if some structure 9.I of type a is definable in 9l z . All the definitions of 
order types in 91~ we give will be with the aid of the following ordering of N 2 : 
DEFINITION 4.3. The left-to-right ordering of N 2 is the relation <,  defined in the 
weak second-order theory by the formula 
x < y ~/(S0(y),  x) v I(Si(x), y) v 3z[I(S0(z), x) ^  I(Si(z), y)]. 
To understand the nature of the "left-to-right ordering," it may be helpful to draw 
a graphic representation f N2, similar to Fig. 1. For x, y e N2, we have x < y iff 
the branch to x proceeds leftward from some point on the branch to y (possibly 
itself), or, equivalently, the branch to y proceeds rightward from some point on the 
branch to x. 
For any class S of order types let C(S) be the closure of S under the order-type 




THEOm~M 4.4. I f  S = {o~, ~/} U {0, 1,...} and a ~ C(S), then o~ is weak second-order 
definable in 912, and hence, WS(~) is decidable. 
Proof. We shall show how to obtain, for each a E C(S), a regular set A~ C N~ 
which is ordered of type a by the left-to-right ordering, < ,  and which satisfies the 
additional condition 
(1) If x, y, ~ A~, then x is not an initial segment ofy.  
For each n < co, let An = {bOa,..., bn-ta} and let 
A~ = {b}* "{a} and A n = {ab, abb}* "{a}. 
I f  A~, A B have been obtained, then A~+~ = ({a}.A~)u ({b}'Ao) and A~. B = 
A~," A B . A;, = f(A~,), wheref  is the projection of N 2 onto N~ such that f(a) = b and 
f(b) = a. It is easily verified that if A~, A B satisfy (1), then A~+o, A~.B, and Aa also 
satisfy (1). The proof is completed by induction, showing that each A~,, ~ ~ C(S), is 
indeed ordered of type a by < (the condition (1) is needed in the case A~.~). 
The improvement made by Theorem 4.4 over results known prior to the publication 
of Ref. [7] is simply the inclusion of ~/in the set S. 
Let us say of two order types ~,/3 that a --=n/3 if WS(cO, WS(~) contain the same 
sentences with n or fewer qualifiers. Thus, WS(a) = WS(/3) iff ~ --= n/3 for every n. 
In Ref. [9], Ehrenfeucht gave a condition2--we denote it by ~--which,  when modified 
to apply to order types instead of structures, yields the following: 
For any two ordinals ~,/3, if 8,(~, 13), then a ~n/3. 
Ehrenfeucht also showed that if a is any ordinal then, for each n, there exists ~' < oJ n 
such that ~(~, ~'). It is not difficult to show that the operations +,  -, and ~ preserve 
the condition ~n ; namely, for any order types a, a',/3,/3', if o~(~,/3) and d~n(n ',/3') 
then o0~(~ + ~',/3 +/3'),  ~n(~" ~',/3 9 and d~n(~, ). In this way, we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let OR denote the class of all ordinals. I f  ~ ~ C(OR u {~/}), then 
WS(~) is decidable. 
Corollary 4.5 improves a result in the literature (see Refs. [3], [11], and [9]) by 
which WS(~) is decidable for every ordinal ~. In Ref. [12] it is stated that Ehrenfeucht 
The condition g,(cq ~) is defined as follows: We imagine a game between two players, I and 
II. In the first move, player I selects one of the order types a, /~ and chooses a finite sequence 
of types which are initial segments of this one, and player II responds with an equally long 
sequence of initial segments of the other of a, ~; for example, I chooses fl0 ..... flk < fl, and II 
responds with ~0 ,..., a~ < a. In succeeding moves, the two players repeat his process, extending 
the sequences already obtained. Player II wins if, after n moves, the resulting sequences are order 
isomorphic; otherwise player I wins. The condition 8~(a, fl) holds just in case player II has a 
winning strategy. 
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had obtained a decision method for the theory of ordinal addition; from this result, 
the decidability of WS(o~) for every ordinal o~ follows at once by Theorem 10.1 of 
Ref. [12]. Ehrenfeucht never published his proof, however; and later, a proof of these 
results was published by Buchi [3]. 
As this paper was being written, the author learned (by personal communication) 
that M.O. Rabin had found a proof of the decidability of SS(~tl). (This proof has since 
been published in Ref. [22].) It is worth noting that all our theorems concerning 
definability of order types continue to hold in the context of the strong second-order 
theory. (To show this, one has only to exhibit a formula F(X) such that for X _C N~, 
F(X) holds in the strong interpretation iff X is finite.) Because very denumerable 
order type can be embedded in the rationals, Rabin's result at once yields, as he has 
pointed out, the decidability of the strong monadic second-order theory of countable 
linear orderings, thus considerably improving a result of Buchi [4], to the effect hat 
the corresponding theorem holds for countable well-orderings. 
5. DECISION PROBLEMS OF LOCALLY FREE ALGEBRAS 
In this section we shall apply Corollary 3.8 to prove the decidability of the weak 
second-order theory of a general class of structures which includes the ~/~ as particular 
cases. We make essential use of Buchi's theorem on the decidability of SS(~I1) [2], and 
of the generalized products of Feferman and Vaught [12]. 
Let 9.I = <A, 0 o ,..., 0~_ 1 , R o ,..., Rq_I) be an algebraic structure. If s~ 4: A' _C A, 
then ~(A ' )  denotes the subalgebra of ~ generated by A': Namely, 
t t t ~(A ' )  ~- <A", 0o', .... 0~_1, Ro ,..., Rq_l), 
where A" is the least set containing A' and closed under the operations 0 0 ,..., Or_ 1 , 
and each of Oj, R/are the restrictions of Oi, Rj, respectively, tothe set A". In case A' 
consists of a single element, i.e., A' = {x}, we write ~(x)  -~ ~I(A'). 
If ~ is any class of algebraic structures of a given similarity type, then WS(~) is 
the set of weak second-order sentences true in every element of ~7/. A sentence is true 
in ~ if it is true in every member of 5. If T is any set of sentences in a language L, 
then WS(T) = WS(6~), where ~' is the class of structures 9.I having the same type 
as L and such that T C WS(~). Interpretations similar to these apply to the notations 
SS(~), ET(T), etc. 
Let I be any nonempty set and let 9.I i = <A (i), O(o0,..., O(~)-1, --oP(i),..., R(q/)l), i ~ I, 
be algebraic structures of the same similarity type, indexed by elements of the set I, 
such that the A (i) are pairwise disjoint. The cardinal sum of the 9.1i is the 
structure 9.I = (A, O o ,..., O~_1, R o ,..., Rq_l) where A = ~Jiel A(i), Q" = Uie! O~ O, 
j ---- 0,..., p -- 1, and R~ = (Ji~l R~ O, j = 0,..., q -- 1. In case the universes of the ~Ii 
are not disjoint, then we understand their cardinal sum to be the cardinal sum of a set 
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of structures ~Ii', i ~/, with 9.Ii' ~_ ~li for each i, which do have mutually disjoint 
universes. 
Letp > 0 and letL be the language with only the operation symbols O0 .... , O~-1, 
where Oi is ni-ary , n i > 0, for i = 0,..., p -- 1. In Ref. [17], Mal'cev considered the 
elementary theory based upon the axioms 
(I) 
Oi(xl ,..., x,~) ~ O~(y, ..., y,j), 0 ~< i < j < p, 
Oi(xi ,..., Xn,) ~ Oi(yi ,..., y,~) -~/Vj~l(xj ~ yj), 0 ~< i < p, 
x ~ ~b(x) for every nontrivial term r with at least one occurrence of x. 
Structures atisfying Axioms (I) are called locally free algebras over the O0 ,-.., O~-1; 
the class of locally free algebras is denoted by s Mal'cev showed that ET(LP) is 
decidable. On the other hand, Tarski (see Ref. [24]) has established: 
If ni ~ 2 for at least one i, then WS(~) is undecidable. 
In this section we shall consider WS(s under the assumption n i = 1 for each i; that 
is, ~ is the class of locally free algebras over p unary operations. Hereafter all the 
operations Oi are assumed to be unary; to emphasize this, we will use the symbols Si 
instead of Oi 9 Moreover, we shall assume p =- 2; this is done merely for notational 
convenience, and the reader will encounter no difficulty should he wish to undertake 
the tedious job of revising our theorems and proofs so as to apply to arbitrary finite p. 
The monadic second-order language with just the two unary operation symbols So, $1 
is denoted simply by L. Under these assumptions, ~ becomes the class ofnonempty 
structures of type ((1, 1)) satisfying the axioms 
(II-1) S0x ~ Sly, 
(II-2) S0 x~ S0yvS lx~ S ly~x~y,  
(II-3) x ~ r for every nontrivial term ~b with at least one occurrence of x. 
We shall see later that schema (II-3) can be replaced by a single weak second-order 
axiom. 
Let ~U be the class of structures atisfying (II-1), (II-2) alone. The elements of R 
will be called ~V-algebras. We shall show that WS(Y{') is decidable, and obtain the 
decidability of WS(~q ~) as a corollary of this result. Our first step will be to conduct a 
mathematical nalysis of the structures in the class ~/'. This analysis will be used in 
subsequent metamathematical arguments to reach the desired goals. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A ~-algebra !I is simple if for every x, y a [ 9~ [ there exists a 
z such that x, y ~ ~(z ) ;  if in addition there exists an element z such that 9.[ = $~l(z), 
then v2t is generated and z is called a generator; if there is no such z, then 9.I 
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is ungenerated. The class of simple Jd-algebras is denoted by 9g',, and its subclasses of 
generated and ungenerated algebras by ~ and or respectively. 
The term "generated" and "ungenerated" apply only to simple J{-algebras. To 
avert confusion, however, we sometimes redundantly refer to pJc-algebras as "generated 
simple" or "ungenerated simple." 
THEOREM 5.2. An algebra is a X-algebra if and only if it isacardinalsum of simple 
f-algebras. 
Proof. That a cardinal sum ofgU-algebras i again a.,U-algebra is immediate from 
Axioms (II-1), (II-2). Now let ~l = (A, So, S 1) 9 ~('; for x, y 9 A, we write x ,-~ y 
if there exists z 9 A such that both x, y are members of ] ~i(z) l .  Clearly, ~ is an 
equivalence relation. For any x 9 A, let ~ be the equivalence class of x, and let 
A = {~ : x e A}. If, for any ~ 9 ./i, we let 9.I~ = (2, So', $1'), where So' , S 1' are the 
restrictions of So, S 1 to ~, then 9~ is the cardinal sum of the 9~,  ~ 9 A. 
Henceforth, when we say that ~b is a term, we mean that ~b is a term in the language 
L. The rank of ~b is denoted by I ~b I. The composition of two terms ~b = Si0 ... Si,_~(x), 
X ---- S~ 0 "'" S~- _~(y) is denoted simply by concatenation: ~bXis S~o "." S~,_ SJ0 ... S~_~(y). 
We say that ~b is a prefix of ~b X and X is a suffix of ~b X. ~b 1 is ~b itself, and for finite n >/ 1, 
~b ~+~ = ~b~b. Given a structure ~ = (A, So, S~) and x, y 9 .4, we write x = ~b(y) 
just in case F(x, y) holds in ~[, where F(x, y) is the formula x ~ ~b(y). 
LEMMA 5.3 (Cancellation Law). Let 9, X, ~b be any terms. 
(i) \/xVy[gx(x) ~ 9~b(y)--+ X(X) m ~b(y)] is true in d .  
(ii) I f  ~ has a prefix ~' of the same rank as X and ~ = ~'tfi", then VxVy[x(x )
~b(F ) ~ x ~ ~b"(y)] is true in ~('. 
Proof. From (II-1), (I1-2) by induction on the rank of the term 9 in (i) and X in (ii). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 9.I be a generated simple oU-algebra. I f  for some u e [ 9~ [ and some 
term ~b of L, I ~ [ > 0 and u = $(u), then 
(i) u is a generator ofg.I; 
(ii) if x 9 1 9.1 ] and x = X(X) for some nontrivial term X of L, then x = ~b'(u) for 
some suffix ~' of ~. 
Proof. Let y be any generator of 9.I, and let 9 be a term such that u ---- qo(y). There 
is a finite n such that I ~ bn I /> [ 9 ]. Now, ~b'~(u) --~ 9(Y) also, so by 5.3 (ii), y = $'(u) 
where ~b' is a suffix of ~b n. It follows that u is also a generator of ~.  
Now consider part (ii). From (i) we have that both u, x are generators of 9~. Say 
u = q0(x); we then have ~bn(u) = cp(x) for every n. If[91 ~ [$ I, then we take n = 1 
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and have, by the cancellation law, x : ~b'(u) for some suffix ~b' of ~b. If > I ~ I, 
let n > 1 be such that Ir < I. Applying the cancellation law to the 
equation ~b"(u) = ~o(x), we again obtain that x : ~b'(u) for some suffix ~b' of ~b. 
Figure 2 is a tree diagram of an element 9.I : (A, So, $1) of J{'. Here the universe 
is the set -4 = {E, b} u ({a, ba}'{a, b}*), and the two operations are, for all x e A, 
So(x ) : xa, Sl(X ) : xb if x :/: b, and Sl(b ) : ~. The structure 92 shown satisfies 
the equation S1SI(, ) : ~. 
af 
/ 
aa ab ba 
Fxo. 2. Diagram of a :U-algebra. 
If a generated J~-algebra also satisfies Axiom (II-3) (i.e., it fails to satisfy the 
hypothesis of 5.4), then it is isomorphic to 92a. Thus, the impact of Lemma 5.4 is that 
a generated ~-algebra is either isomorphic to 923 or has just one "loop." This 
is expressed in the following: 
THEOREM 5.5. Two generated )U-algebras 92, ~ are isomorphic if and only if either 
(i) Each of 92, ~ is isomorphic to 92 2 ; 
or else 
(ii) There exists a nontrivial term ~b such that 3x[x ~ ~b(x)] holds in both 92, ~,  
while for any nontrivial proper suffix ~b' of ~b, 3x[x ~ ~b'(x)] fails in both 92, ~.  
Notice the one-to-one correspondence between terms and words over {a, b}: 
A term ~b corresponds to its value ~b(E) in the particular ~-algebra 922. We thus 
establish a many-to-one correspondence between words over {a, b} and the iso- 
morphism classes of generated S/U-algebras; the empty word corresponds to the class 
of algebras isomorphic to 923, and the other classes are determined by words distinct 
from ~: given an isomorphism class not containing 922, let r = Si0 ..... S~.(x) be a 
term such that the condition of 5.5 (ii) is satisfied by every structure in the class; 
then the word r e {a, b}* corresponds to this class. Two words u, v determine the 
same isomorphism class if and only if there exist words u', u" such that u : u'u" 
and v = u"u '. 
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Let pred(x, y) be the formula 
S0(x) ~ y v Sl(X) ~ y. 
I f y  ~ 19.1 I for some JY'-algebra 9.1, there is at most one x such that pred(x,y) holds in 9~ 
(although there may not be any such x, e.g., if 9.1 = 9/~ and y = ~). If there is an x 
such that pred(x, y) we denote it by pd(y); otherwise, we let pd(y) = y. We now put 
pd~ = y, 
pd~+l(y) = pd(pd~(y)), 
for each finite n. 
DEFINITION 5.6. Let ~l be any ungenerated simple ;U-algebra. A descriptor of 9~ 
is any set M of natural numbers uch that for some x ~ [ 9.I 1, 
M = M~.x ---- {n : pdn(x) = So(Pdn+X(x))). 
THEOREM 5.7. Let 92(, fB be any ungenerated simple a~/'-algebra. 
(i) I f  x E 1 9.I ], then ~t (x )  ~--- 9l~ . 
(ii) I f  x, y ~ [ ~ [ then there exist integers m, n such that, for each k, m + k ~ M~I,~ 
if and only if n + k ~ M~t.v . 
(iii) 9.I ~ fB if and only if 9.I and fB have identical descriptors, i.e., there exist 
x ~ 1 9.I 1, y ~ ] ~ [ such that M~I.~ = M~.~. 
Proof. If x ~ 1 9.I 1, then ~9~(x) is a generated simple ~g'-algebra. Suppose ~9~(x) 
is not isomorphic to 9~2. Then by 5.5 (ii), there is a nontrivial term ~b and a u ~ [ ~9~(x)l 
such that u = ~b(u). Let y ~ ] 9~ [; then for some z ~ ] ~I l, u, y ~ [ ~ga(z)l. Since 
u = ~b(u), we have that u is a generator of ~lt(z) by 5.4 (i); hence y ~[ ~91(u)l. Since y 
is arbitrary in [ 9.I l, it follows that ] 9.I [ ___ ~91(u). But this contradicts the hypothesis 
that 9.1 is ungenerated. 
If x, y ~ ] 9~ 1, let z be such that x, y ~ ~9~(z), say z = pdn(y). Then pd~+k(x) = 
pd"+k(y) for every k; hence, m + k6Mg~.u, for k = 0, 1,.... 
Finally, we consider (iii). The "only if" part is obvious. Let x ~19.I l, Y e I ~ [ 
be such that M~t.~ = M~, v . Now ] 9~ [ consists of the following disjoint subsets: 
A.  - -  1 
B| = (pdn(x) : n < co}, 
and for each n, 
Cx., = I ea(Sl(pd"+l(x)))l if n e Ma.| 
= [$a(So(pdn+l(x)))l otherwise. 
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Similarly, [~ [ consists of disjoint classes A~,, B~,, Cu.,~, n = 0, 1, 2 ..... We then 
have ~(A~)  ~ ~e(A~) and ~g(C~.n) ~ ~(C~.n),  n = 0, 1,..., since, by (i), all of 
these structures are isomorphic to 912 . Let the function f : [ ~ [ ~ [ ~3 [ be defined 
as follows. On A~, f is the natural isomorphism apping A~ to A~, and, similarly, 
on each C~.,~, f is the natural isormorphism mapping C~.n to C,~,~,, n = O, 1,.... 
On Bx, we put 
f(pdn(x)) = pdn(y), n = 1, 2,.... 
That f i s ,  in fact, an isomorphism ofg.I onto ~ now follows from M~.~ = M~3.u. 
Figure 3 is a tree-like diagram of an ungenerated ~r The descriptor 
associated with the element x indicated is {0, 3, 6,..}. 
\ 
o / \  
,/~ r 
o ~ 
o /i: , / \  
~ / \  
o/\ /~ 
o/ o /"'\ 
! ! o .  ~ 
/ \  / \  
o 
o 
/\ !~ o, 
o o ., ! ! 
FIG. 3. Diagram of an ungenerated ,,~f-algebra. 
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Theorem 5.7 shows that each ungenerated )U-algebra is determined up to iso- 
morphism by a single subset of the natural numbers. Two such sets lead to the same 
algebra if and only if "ultimately, one is a translation of the other," in the sense of 
5.7 (ii). 
Theorems 5.2, 5.5, and 5.7 provide a comprehensive analytic description of the 
)U-algebras. We now turn to the application of this description to the decision problem 
for ws()u). 
LEMMA 5.8. Each of the theories WS(ds) , WS(oUg), WS( f  u), and WS(~LP) is 
finitely (semantically) axiomatizable. 
Proof. The required axioms will be formulated with the aid of some special 
formulas (in addition to those already defined, e.g., pred(x, y)): 
clpd(x, X) ~ Vu[u ~ x A U ~ X -+ Vv[pred(v, u) -+ v ~ X]], 
sal(x, y) --= 3X[y ~ X ^ clpd(x, X)] h VX[y ~ X A clpd(x, X) ~ x ~ X]. 
Thus, clpd(x, X) holds in a X-algebra 9.I just in case the predecessor peration, 
pd, maps X ~ {x} into X. An elementary argument shows that for any x, y 6 19.1 1, 
sal(x, y) if and only i fy E ~9~(x). (Notice that this equivalence r mains true under the 
strong interpretation.) From this it follows that the class of )u-algebras satisfying 
VxVy3z[sal(z, x) ^  sal(z, y)] (1) 
coincides with )U~, the class of simple ~F-algebras. The subclasses JY'g, Jg'~, of )us 
are, respectively, characterized by the additional axiom 
3xVy sal(x, y), (2) 
or its negation. Finally, we note that the axiom schema (II-3) is equivalent to the 
single weak second-order sentence 
(II-4) -~3x~y[x ~ y ^ sal(x, y) ^  sal(y, x)], 
so that the class cp of locally free algebras is determined by Axioms (II-1), (II-2), 
(II-4). 
Theorem 5.5 and the remarks following it indicate acorrespondence b tween words 
over {a, b}, i.e., elements of N 2 and the isomorphism classes of generated)u-algebras. 
Our proof of the following theorem is based on an implementation f this corre- 
spondence in the weak second-order language. Namely, we exhibit weak second-order 
formulas which, relative to any word u in [9l~ [, define in ~112 a simple generated 
)u-algebra belonging to the isomorphism class corresponding to u. 
THEOREM 5.9. WS(o,~g) is decidable. 
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Proof. Let 
F(u, x) ----- ~sal (u ,  x) v ~3z  pred(z, u), 
Co(U, x, y) - F(u,  x) ^ F(u,  y) ^ [(So(x) ~ u ^ y ~ So(x)) 
v (So(x) ~ u ^ ~3z  pred(z, y))], 
G1(u, x, y) ~ F(u, x) ^ F(u, y) n [(S](x) ~ u n y ~ Sl(x)) 
V (S l (X)  ~, U ^ "--13Z pred(z, y))]. 
(Note that ---n3z pred(z, y) holds for y ~ N2 iff y ---- E). Now let u H N2 and consider 
the structure 92(u) = (D, P0, P1), where 
D = {x: F(u, x)}, 
Po(x) = y iff G0(u, x, y), 
Px(x) ----- y iff Gl(u, x, y). 
I f  u = E, then 9.I(u) is ~ itself. I f  u 4: ~, say u = ~(~) for some nontrivial term ~b, 
then 9.1(u) is a generated .~Y'-algebra satisfying the axiom 3x[x ~ r It follows that 
every generated S-a lgebra  is isomorphic to some 9.I(u), u e N~. Let E be any sentence 
in the language L. Using standard techniques of replacement of atomic formulas by 
formulas and relativization of quantifiers (e.g., a formula S0(x) ~ y is replaced by 
Go(u, x, y), a quantifier ~X "'" is replaced by ~X[Vz[z E X -+ F(u, z)] ^ "", and so on), 
we can effectively obtain a formula E'(u) such that E is true in 9g(u) if and only if E'(u) 
holds in 9l 2 . Since every element of ~a  is isomorphic to some 9.1(u), it follows that E 
is true in og" a if and only if VuE'(u) is true in 9~2. But WS(fft2) is decidable; hence, 
so is WS(Sg) .  
Our next main result will be that WS(JY'~,) is decidable. The principal tools we shall 
use in the proof of this are the generalized products of Fererman and Vaught [12]. 
Since their results on generalized products apply only to elementary theories, we are 
obliged to replace WS(~, , )  by an equivalent elementary theory: In fact, we shall 
correlate with each structure 9g a structure 9~+ such that WS(9.I) is decidable iff 
ET(9.I +) is decidable 
DEFINITION 5.10 Let ~ = (A, O o ,..., Ore_l ,  R o ,..., Rn-1) be an algebraic 
structure, and let A + be the set of all finite subsets of A. Then 
! 
~+ = (A  U A +, A, e, O o ,..., O'n_l, Ro ,'", Rn_i), 
where each Oi' is a (m, + 1)-ary relation such that 
O,'(x o ,..., x,~, y) iff O,(xo , .... x,~,) = y, 
and e(x, y) holds between two elements x, y of A u A+ if and only if x E A, y ~ A +, 
and x E y. 
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LEMMA 5.11. Let 9.I be any algebraic structure. We can effectively correlate with 
each formula F(xo ..... xm-1, Xo ,..., X~-l) in the monadic second-order language of ~.1 
a formula F'(x o ,..., Xm_l, Y0 ..... Y~-x) in the elementary language of 9.I + such that, 
for any x o ..... xm-1, Yo ,..., Y~-I e [ ~+ I, F'(xo ..... xm_~, Yo ,..., Y,-1) holds in ~.I + 
if and only if 
(i) x0,..., X~_l e I ~t I; 
(ii) Y0,...,Yn-x ~ ]~ [+; 
(iii) F(x o ,..., xm_x , So ,..., Yn-1) holds in ~I. 
Proof. The proof is given by standard techniques of eliminating terms in favor of 
relation symbols, replacement of atomic formulas, and relativization of qualifiers. 
A given ungenerated ~-algebra ~ is determined up to isomorphism by any of its 
descriptors. The following definition and lemma provide an explicit method for the 
construction of an ungenerated ~-algebra with any given descriptor. Some of the 
technical features of this construction facilitate a later argument involving eneralized 
products. 
DEFINITION 5.12. Let U be any subset of the natural numbers. Then ~(U) is the 
relational structure (B k3 B', B, E, To, TI> , where 
(i) B is the set of all sequencesf = <f(0),f(1),...> such thatf(i) -- ~ except 
for one i, denoted by/,  and f ( f )  ~ X2, subject o the restriction that, i f />  0, then 
f ( f )  ~ {b}" N2 only i f f  -- 1 ~ V and f ( f )  ~ {a}" N2 only if f - -  1 r U; 
(ii) B' is the set of all sequences f -- <f(0),f(l),...> such that f( i )  is a finite 
subset of N~ for each i , f( i)  ~ ~ for at most finitely many i, and for each i and w ~ N~, 
w ~f(i)  only if the sequence g such that 
g(j) = ~g if j :# i ,  
-=w if j= i ,  
is a member of B; 
(iii) E(f, g) holds if and only i f f  ~ B, g ~ B', and f ( f )  r g(f) ;  
(iv) To(f,g ) is defined only forf,  g~B:  in case 
f>0 , f - l zU ,  and f(f)=E, 
then To(f, g) holds if and only if 
=f - -1  and g(~) =E,  
and in all other cases, To(f, g) holds if and only if 
~=f  and g(~)=f(f)a; 
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(v) Tx(f, g) is defined only for f, g e B: in case 
/>O, / - - l ( fU ,  and f ( / ) - - - - , ,  
then T~(f,g) holds if and only if 
= / - -  1 and g(~) = ~, 
and in all other cases, Tl(f, g) holds if and only if 
g=y and g(p,)=f(f)b 
LEMMA 5.13. Let U be any set of natural numbers. Then there xists an ungenerated 
Jd-algebra 9I such that ~21[§ ~_ ~(U);  moreover, U is a descriptor of g.l. 
Proof. Let ~3(U) be as in definition 5.12, and put oA = (B, S o , SI>, where for 
eachfe  B, So(f) is the unique g e B such that To( f, g), and S 1 is defined analogously 
from T 1 . The verifications that So, S 1 are well-defined, that 9.[+ ~ ~(U), and that 
U is a descriptor of od are purely routine. 
Figure 4 is a diagram of a structure ~B(U) where U = {0, 3,...}. Each node cor- 
responds to a distinct sequence f in B, and the value of this sequence at the one place 
where it is different from ~ is indicated alongside. 
9 ~ f~o) - ~ o ~(I) = b 
o f(o) -~  9 f(o) =b /\ /',, 
f(o) - ~b o "o 
FIG. 4. Diagram of a structure ~3(U) where U = [0, 3,..]. 
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We shall briefly summarize the definitions and theorems concerning eneralized 
products which are required for the proof of the decidability of ET(~Yf'u+). All of this 
material is drawn from Ref. [12], with some minor changes, mostly notational. The 
reader should have little difficulty in reconciling these differences. (The principal 
difference is our use of monadic second-order theories instead of the somewhat more 
general "subset algebras.") 
Let 9~lil, i ~ I, be a set of relational structures of the same similarity type, indexed by 
members of the nonempty set I. Let ~ be any relational structure such that [ ~ [ = I. 
Let F be a formula in the monadic second-order language of ~, and let G o .... ,Gm be 
elementary formulas in the language of the ~(i). The sequence ~ = <F, G O ..... Gin) 
is called a standard acceptable sequence with free variables Xo ,..., xn if 
(i) The free variables of F are at most the set variables X o ,..., Xm ; 
(ii) A variable occurs free in some Gi if and only if it is one of xo ,..., xn.  
Let D be the set of all functions f : I -~  Uia [ ~[(i) I such that f ( i )  e [ 2(i~ I for each 
i e I. A standard acceptable sequence ~ = (F, Go .... , G~) with one free variable x 0 
defines a set D' C D if 
D' = { f  : F (X  o .... , X~) holds in ~ (under the strong interpretation)} 
where for j = 0,..., m, 
Xj = {i : i e I and Gj(f(i)) holds in N(il}. 
In case the sequence ~ has free variables x0 .... , xn,  n > 0, we say that ~ defines a 
n-ary relation on D, with an analogous meaning. Finally, a relativized generalized 
product of the N(i) with respect o ~ is a relational structure (D', R0',... , R'~_I) where 
(i) D' is defined by a standard acceptable sequence with one free variable; 
(ii) Each Rj ,  j < p, is obtained by restricting a relation Rj on D to D' where 
Rj is defined by a standard acceptable sequence. 
Thus, each series of standard acceptable sequences ~0 ..... ~n such that ~0 has exactly 
one free variable defines a relativized generalized product ~(~,  ~). (In this notation, 
o,I denotes the entire sequence of 9/(i), i ~ I; that is, ~[ is a function with domain I
such that each value is a structure of a given similarity type.) If 6~, ~ are classes of 
relational structures (of suitable similarity types) then ~(6~, 2; p) is the class of all 
products ~(~l, ~)  where ~ ~ ~,~ and for each i ~ I ~ [, 9-I(i) E 6~. The basic theorem 
on generalized products (Theorem 3.1, Ref. [12] states: 
Any set or relation definable in the elementary theory of a relativized generalized 
product can also be defined by a standard acceptable sequence; moreover, this 
sequence can be effectively obtained from the defining formula. 
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We shall not use this theorem directly, but rather the following consequence of it 
(see Theorem 5.6, Ref. [12]): 
If ET(~) and SS(5r are decidable, then so is ET(9~(6~, 5r 
THEOREM 5.14. Let SP be the class of all structures (oJ, <,  U), where U C_ w. Then 
there is a relativized generalized product ~ such that ~({~I/,+}, 6 e) is the class of all 
~(U), u c_ ~o. 
Proof. We must exhibit a series of standard acceptable sequences ~0, ~1, ~2, ~s, 
~4 defining the product ~. The language of 6 ~ has the constant predicates < and U, 
and in the language of 913 + = (N~ u N2 +, N2, e, R0, RI>, we use the symbols N, e, 
R0, RI .  In both languages, unsubscripted variables appearing in a formula denote 
any variables (of the appropriate type) which do not occur free in the formula. The 
letters f, g denote functions from oJ to [ 913 + ]. We take ~ = (oJ, <,  U> to be an 
arbitrary dement of S#, and we let ~3(U) = (B u B', B, E, To, TI> be as in Definition 
5.12. Our definitions of the sequences ~0 .... , ~4 will be given in such a way that only a 
straightforward check against Definition 5.12 (which we omit) is required to verify 
that they do, in fact, define the universe and relations of ~(U). 
Let 
FI(Xo, Xl ,  X2, X3) ~- Vx[x ~ X o ~ x ~ Xl] 
^ 3x[x ~ Xo ^ Vy[y ~ Xo ~ x ~ y]] 
^ Yx'v'y[x ~ Xo ^ y < x ^ ~3z[y  < z ^ z < x] 
--~ (x ~ X2 --~ ~U(y))  ^  (x ~ Xz --~ U(y))]. 
Now if 
X o = {n : f(n) ~ N2}, 
X 1 = {n :f(n) = ~}, 
X 2 = (n : f (n)  ~ {a}" N~}, 
x~ -- {n : f ( '0  ~ (b}- N~}, 
then FI(Xo, X1, X2, X3) holds in ~ (under the strong interpretation) if and only if 
f is a member of B. We need only define formulas Gj such that X~ = {n : G~(f(n)) 
holds in ~2+}, j ---- 0,..., 3. Put 
Co(~o) - N(xo), 
G~(xo) -~ ~N(xo) ^  -~3ye(y, Xo), 
G2(xo) ~ 3xSy[N(x) ^  -~Sz[Ro(z, x) v RI(• , x)] A R0(X , y) A sal'(y, Xo)], 
where say is obtained from sal as in Lemma 5.11, and 
Ga(xo) ~ 3x3y[N(x) ^  --,3z[Ro(z, x) v Ri(z, x)] ^  Rx(x, y) ^  sal'(y, Xo)]. 
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These formulas atisfy the required condition, and hence, ~1 = <F1, Go, Gx, (72, G3> 
is a standard acceptable sequence defining B. 
The sequence ~o must define B u B', the universe of ~3(U). Let 
Fo(XI, X4, Xs, Xe) ~- 3xVy[x < y ~ y 9 X,] ^ Vx[x 9 X4] 
^ VxVy[y < x ^ ~3z[y  < z ^ z < x]] 
- .  (x 9 x5 ^ -~V(y))  v (x 9 x~ ^  V(y))]. 
If now X 1 is as before, and 
X 4 = {n : f (n)  is a finite subset of N2}, 
X 5 = (n : f (n )  C_ ((a)" N2) u (E)), 
X e = {n : f (n )  C_ ((b)" N~) u {,}), 
then Fo(X1, X4, Xs, X6) holds in ~ if and only if f  9  B'. Thus, we let 
C4(Xo) -= -,N(xo), 
csCxo) - -,NCxo) ^  Vx[e(x, Xo) -~ ~3Z[Ro(Z, x) v Rl(Z, ~)] ~ C~(x)], 
C6(Xo) - -  - ,N(xo)  ^  Vx[e(x, Xo) -~ -,3Z[Ro(Z, x) v Rl(z, ~)] v G~(x)], 
and find that 
~o = <Fov F1, Go .... , Ge> 
is a standard acceptable sequence defining B w B'. 
The sequence ~2 should define the relation E of ~3(U). Let 
F~(Xo) - 3x[x ~ Xo]; 
then if 
X o = {n : f (n )  e g(n)}, 
we find that, for f, g 9 B U B', F2(Xo) holds in ~ if and only if E( f ,  g). Put 
C7(Xo, Xl) - e(Xo, x0. 
Then ~2 = <F2, G7) is a standard acceptable sequence, and E is the restriction to 
B k) B' of the relation defined by it. 
Let 
F3(Xo, Xx, X2, Ks) ~ 3x3y[x e Xo ^  y e Xx ^ {(Sx'[x' < x 
A ~3z[x '  < z ^ z < x] ^ U(x') ^ x 9 X2] 
Ay < X ^ ~3z[y  <Z^ Z <X]  AyeX 3 
A (~3x'[x'  < x ^ -,3z[x' < z ^ z < x]) 
A U(x') ^  xeX~]  ^  y ~ x A y 9 X4)}]; 
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then if 
x0 = {n :f(n) ~ N~}, 
X 1 -- {n :g(n) e N2} ,
Xz = {n : f(n) = E}, 
x3  = {n :g(n) = ~}, 
X 4 = {n:g(n) =f(n)  a}, 
we have that for f, g e B u B', F(Xo , X1, X2 , X3 , X,) holds in ~ iff To(f, g). Thus, 
we put 
as(x0) ~ N(x0), 
G~(~) ~- a.(x,), 
Gx0(Xo) -~ N(xo) ^  ~3z[Ro(z,  Xo) v Rx[z, Xo) ], 
Gal(x,) ~- Gl0(Xx), 
G12(Xo, Xl) ~ Ro(xo, x1), 
and have that ~ = <F3, Gs,  G~, Glo, G n , G12> is a standard acceptable sequence 
and the restriction to B U B' of the relation defined by it coincides with T o . 
The sequence ~4 defining an extension of T 1 is similar to ~s, and is obtained from 
the latter by making suitable minor modifications to the formulas F 3 and G n . This 
completes the proof of Theorem 5.14. 
COROLLARY 5.15. WS(~"u) is decidable. 
Proof. The decidability of WS(.)Uu) is equivalent to the decidability of ET(OU,+). 
By theorem 5.14 and the results of Feferman and Vaught, this, in turn, follows from 
the decidability of WS(~2+), which we know from 3.8 and 5.11, and of SS(cJ), 
where c j  is the class of all <o~, <,  U), U _C_ co. In Ref. [2], Buchi established the 
decidability of SS(<~o, <>). Now a sentence F is in SS(,~) if and only if the sentence 
~(F ' (X) ,  where F'(X) is obtained from F by replacing each occurence of the unary 
predicate symbol U by the set variable X, is in SS(<r <>). Thus, SS(St) is decidable, 
and hence, so is WS(.)Uu). 
COROLLARY 5.16. The weak second-order theory of simple Off-algebras, WS(Ys), 
is decidable. 
Proof. The proof is given by 5.9 and 5.15. 
Cardinal sums were included by Feferman and Vaught among their examples 
of relativized generalized products. We cannot directly use this result in a proof of the 
decidability of WS(.)U), for the class J{" t is not the same as the class of cardinal sums 
of members of 3Us+. Nevertheless, we can still use generalized products to prove 
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THEOREM 5.17. WS(~)  is decidable. 
Proof. By the Lowenheim-Skolem theorem, as it applies to weak second-order 
theories, we may restrict he class 3U to contain only countable cardinal sums of 
members of ~U s . Let 5f be the class of all structures (U, <)  where Z @ U _C eo and 
< is the order relation on natural numbers restricted to U. The decidability of SS(5 ~ 
follows immediately from that of SS((r <)).  Let ~ = (U, <)  be a member of 5f, 
let 9.I") = (A (i), S (i), S (i)) EJ~fs for each i~ U, and let ~ be the cardinal sum of the 
9.I (i). We wish to define a relativized generalized product ~ such that ~(9.I +, 6) ~_ !~+; 
actually, we shall only give an informal description of #(9.I, ~), for the reader who 
has studied either Ref. [12] or the proof of 5.14 should have little difficulty in supplying 
the necessary standard acceptable sequences, f, g denote functions with domain U 
such that for each i, fff), g(i) ~ [ 9.1 ")+ 1. 
The universe of ~(9~+, ~) is B u B', where 
(i) feB  ifffor some io~ U,f( io)~A (q), while for all i --/= io ,f(i) = ~; 
(ii) fe  B' iff for every i E U, f(i) is a finite subset of A li), and for only finitely 
many i do we have f(i) ~ ~. 
The relations of ~(~+, ~) are 
(i) B; 
(ii) e(f, g), which holds i f f fE B, g ~ B', and for every i ~ U, either f(i) = ~z, 
or f(i) ~g(i) ;  
(iii) R0(f, g), which holds ifff, g ~ B and for every i ~ U, either f(/) = g(i) = ~, 
or R(oi)(fff), g(i)); 
(iv) R1( f, g), analogous to R 0 . 
The product ~, thus described, establishes the decidability of ET(~f+), and hence 
of ws(~). 
A similar proof of 5.17 which does not use the Lowenheim-Skolem theorem can 
be given. However, this proof uses the most general form of the generalized products, 
wherein the relational structure over the index set is replaced by a subset algebra. 
It is not difficult to show that Theorem 5.17 cannot be further improved, in the 
sense that neither of the Axioms (I I-1), (II-2)can be omitted while retaining decidability. 
COROLLARY 5.18. Let ~,  ~,~o~, and ~ for k < ~ be the subclass of .~ consisting 
of, respectively, the free algebras, the free algebras with infinitely many generators, and 
the free algebras with k generators. Then each of WS(~), WS(~o), WS(~) ,  k < o~, 
and WS(~) is decidable. 
Proof. Each of these subtheories of WS(d() is finitely (semantically) axiomatizable. 
57~/4/5-5 
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As remarked at the end of Section 4, M.O. Rabin has recently found a proof of the 
decidability of SS(9~) for every finite p.3 The constructions and proofs of this section 
require only minor modifications to handle the strong second-order case. The proof 
of 5.17, at least, becomes impler, and no use of the Lowenheim-Skolem theorem is 
required. Thus, with Rabin's result as a starting point, we can establish the decid- 
ability of SS(d)  and SS(.~). 
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